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V moravske casti hornoslezske karbonske predhlubne se objevuji dvou
fazove typy cyklothem. Jejich spodni oddily ukazuji jednoduchou nebo slo
zitou vertikalni i regionalni gradaci anorganogenniho i fytogenniho mate
rialu od basalniho hrubozrnneho sedimentu po jilovcovy strop sloje. Svrchni 
oddily cyklothem tvori pozvolna usazovane jalove jilovce, v nichz se nekdy 
objevuji vlozky s faunou a nep1ne vyvinuta kridla spodnich oddilu cyklo
them usazenych v sousednich oblastech. Ve fosilifernich vlozkach se velmi 
casta obj~vuji s1nesi odlisne fosilisovanych jedincu. Dvouchlopiiove schran
ky drobnych a nevyspelych jedincu jsou temer vesmes sevrene, kompletni, 
a byvaji vyplneny jinym materia.lem (kremenem, pyritem, kalcitem) nez tfm, . 
V nemz jsou ulozeny. V nekterych _fosilifernich polohach je zvlast dobfe 
mozno sledovat vytridepf fosilii podle velikosti a tvaru. Fosilie nejsou na 
puvodnfm miste. Byly obcas snaseny do hlubsich prostoru predhlubne ne
vhodnych k zivotu a vytvarely tarn fosiliferni vlozky v pozvolna se usazuji
dch jalovych jilech. Tyto okolnosti zpusobujf velke obtize pfi identifikaci 
jednotJivych pater s faunou, ponevadz faunisticky obsah jednotlivych fosili
fernich vlozek se casta napadne lisf jak druhy organismu, tak zpusoby jejich 
.fosilisace. Mimo to jednotlive polohy mivaji velmi ruzny (casta jen ciste 
mistni) regionalni rozsah. 

Vzhledem k temto okolnostem byly pfi mikrofaunisticke prospekci 
zjisfovany ruzne jine korelacni moznosti. Slibne metody jsou popsany. 
Ponevadz gradace materialu ve spodnich oddilech cyklothem ukazuje spolu 
s cetnymi jinymi zjevy (ulozeni korenovych casti a druhy jejich vyplni, zo
narnost vyskytu jednotlivych druhu rostlinnych zbytku) na frakcionovanou 
sedimentaci, spodni oddily musi byt zkoumany modernimi sedimentologic
kymi metodami jako celky. Jakmile budou poznany zakonitosti o vztazich 
jednotlivych druhu sedimentu a jejich regionalnirn rozsireni, bude mozno 

· pfistoupit ke spolehlivejsi korelaci jednotlivych cyklothem. 
1 
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INTRODUCTION 

The subject of the wr!ter's investigation was the Ostrava beds in the 
Ostrava-Karvina coal district in the Moravian part of the Upper-Silesian 
foredeep. These beds form the lower part of coal- bearing sediments. The 
general belief is that they represent the Namurian A. There are, however, 
indications that their uppermost part (Gaebler's faunal band and seam Pro
kop) may belong to the lowermost Namurian B. 

The Ostrava beds are divided upwards into four zones: the Petfkovice 
zone, the Hrusov zone, the Jaklovec zone and the Poruba zone. All these 
zones contain layers with a marine fauna as well as layers with a fresh
water and with a mixed fauna . 

. The purpose proper of the first phase of the investigation here desrib
ed was to collect microfossils from all marine-fauna bands and to find out 
the rules governing the distribution and general composition of micro
faunas. In the microfaunal prospection attention was paid to all phenomena 
that could be made use of in the correlation of individual cyclothems. 

SAMPLING FOR THE MICROFAUNAL INVESTIGATION 

The first system of sampling was based on the presupposition that all fossiliferous 
sediments in paralic coal-bearing rocks are in situ. It is known from the papers of various 
authors that diverse layers of fossiliferous bands contain diverse assemblages of macro
fossils. A succesion of these assemblages was generally considered as a result of a pro
gressive marine ingression followed by a regression, or of a shallowing and fresheninfi 
brought about by the filling up of< the sedimentation space. If that had actually been the 
case, then in the ·layers in which a purely marine macrofauna appears even marine foramini
fera and other microfauna should appear. 

Layers with a rich macrofauna from diverse marine-fauna bands were sampled. The 
result was negative. No foraminifera were found . 

The negative result was, not considered to be a proof of the non-existence of foramini
fera in the Carboniferous in the Ostrava-Karvina coal district. The possibility of the alloch
thoneity of organic remains and · the possibility of the sorting into diverse layers in the 
course of redeposition were taken into consideration. Therefore, the through-going samp
ling even of the layers of the bands without any traces of a macrofauna was proceeded to. 
Promising groups of beds, too, where no fauna had as yet been found were also sampled . 
This way of sampling was successful. ' 
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DISINTEGRATION OF SAMPLES 

The samples chosen for the microfaunal investigation were successfully disintegrated 
in the following way: '' 

1. Breaking up of the sample into pieces with the maximum size of round 5 cm. 
2. One-week's dipping of the broken sample into water or into a weak solution of Glauber 

salt. 
3. Sevenfold freezing up of the sample down to a temperature of -300C, alternating with 

thawing, or with boiling, if necessary. 
4. Careful loosening of resistant pieces of the sample with a press. 
5. Normal washing. 

THE CHARACTER OF BANDS WITH A MARINE FAUNA 

Bands and layers with a marine fauna have as yet been found only in 
the Ostrava beds in all their zones: in the Petrkovice, Hrusov, Jaklovec and 
Poruba zones. No marine~fauna band has been found for the present in the 
Karvina beds, which overlie the Ostrava beds. 

The following description registers the general character of the marine
fauna bands of the Ostrava beds beginning with the lowermost, Stur's band, 
and terminating in the uppermost, Gaebler's band. In order to make the 
description as brief as possible, it was necessary to register only the res.ults 
of the processes of fossilization, and the like (" ... the ostracod carapaces 
are uncalcareous ... ", etc.). 

The Petfkovice Zone 

Stur's marine band 

This band is now inaccessible. V. Sus t a (1928) records a fairly rich fauna from 
this band. 

The Theodor faunal band 

Only undeterminable spherical and subspherical pyritic casts, a pyritic cast of an 
ostracod and an argillaceous infilling of a scaphopod have been found in mine Lidice, 4th 
gallery, S.W. cross-cut. A quartz wind-worn grain has been found in detritus. 

In mine Urx twenty samples have been taken from the roof of Bohdan ( = Theodor) 
seam in the 6th gallery, main cross-cut. Petrified (partially carbonized, partially pyritized) 
plant fragments with undeformed cellulae have been found directly above the seam. Two 
samples taken higher up are barren. Imprints of plant stalks and many angular, sub
angular and rounded quartz grains, more or less polished in a water environment as 
well as quartz grains with the worn-off limonitic coating have been found in the claystones 
from three samples taken at a distance of 3-5 m . from the seam. At a distance of 'i' m. 
from the seam a small fauna suddenly appears. The fossils occur as far up as a level of 
15 m. from the seam, with the exception of some isolated barren horizons. Marine species 
appear from the base up to the roof. The fossilization is diverse and is worth mentioning, 
as it elucidates the mode of the origin of this faunal band. All bivalve shells are complete 
(of course, only tiny and immature specimens remain preserved after washing). All the 
infillings of the shells of these specimens differ from the matrix; they are siliceous or very 
rarely pyritic. Specimens with yellow-white infillings, with ochre-brown infillings and with 
pigmented black-gray infillings sometimes occur together in one and the same sample. 
A black-gray claystone forms the matrix. It often happens that only the casts of shells 
are preserved; but even preserved shells and their fragments appear here and there, They 
are silicified for the most part. It is only very rarely (at some levels) that some of them 
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are still slightly calcareous. Gastropods, peiecypods and ostracods appear commonly, while 
scaphopods are more rare. Crinoids have been found only in a single layer (subpentagonal 
columnals, strongly pigmented, slightly calcareous), without any accompanying fauna. As 
to this find, it is necessary to mention that it is not feasible for purely marine organisms, 
such as crinoids are, to live in an environment in which other fauna would not prosper. 
One of the samples contains, in addition to the fauna, undeformed wood ti~sue similar both 
in texture and fossilization to that which has been found directly above the seam. The 
faunal band terminates in a thin layer containing small pyritic, more or less spherical casts, 
quite similar to those found in mine Lidice. It is not out of the question that they are 
remains of radiolaria. 

The Leonard ( = Albert) faunal band 

In mine Urx, 6/7th gallery, the roof has beer1 uncovered up to a height of 4 m. Two 
thinner layers (30 cm. and 17 cm.) of claystone lie above the seam. The samples from these 
layers are barren. These layers are followed upwards by claystones with a single bedding 
plane at a height of 149 cm. above the seam. Of the samples taken from these claystones 
only the samples from the level of 1.65-2 m. and that of 2.40 m. above the seam have af
forded a small fauna . Casts of the fossils, most frequently pyritic, rarely siliceous, invari<fbly 
appear. Some of the siliceous infillings are whitish, others are yellowish, while still others 
are black-gray pigmented. Casts of planispiral and trochospiral gastropods and very rarely 
of ostracods and scaphopods have been found. Pyritized pieces of wood, spherical pyritic 
infillings (of radiolarias?) and ·quartz grains with traces of polishing in a water environ
ment appear rarely. 

Another profile has been sampled in mine Urx, 5th gallery, 1st div.-South. The seam 
passes into the roof through coal shale containing several claystone layers. Samples have 
been taken both from various levels of this transition and from the overlying claystones 
up to a height of 1 m. above the seam. The fauna has been found only in the sample taken 
5 cm. above the seam (a greater number of spherical _pyritic casts, a trochospiral cast of 
the cavity of a gastropod). 

Sampling has also been done in mine Urx, 5th gallery, 2nd div.-North up to a height 
of 2.40 m. above the seam. Faunal remains (pyritic casts, one of a complete pelecypod, 
the other spherical) appear only at a height of 30 cm. above the seam. 

In mine Odra eleven samples have been taken from the roof of seam Leonard in . the 
air-course in the 4th gallery up to a height of 1.50 m. above the seam. All the samples are 
barren. Pyrit is frequent in the wash-residues, just as it is in those of the samples taken 
in mine Urx. 

The Leonard band strikingly differs from the Theodor band in fossilization. It is in
variably only imprints and casts of shells (pyritic for the most part), but no remnants o~ 
shells that have so far been found in the Leonard band. 

The faunal band below seam Vilema 

This band is inaccessible at present. 

The Bruno faunal band 

According to V. Sus t a (1928), two bands containing a marine fauna occur above 
seam Bruno. The roof of this seam has been sampled in mine Stalin II, 3rd gallery, main 
cross-cut, No. 71, 0 1058 m. No small fauna has been found. 

Sampling has also been done in mine Stalin II, 3rd gallery, main cross-cut, No. 71, 
at 0 1040 m. above the seam which has been determined as seam Pavel, but is probably 
identical with seam Bruno. Five samples .have been taken. The lowermost sample contains 
three argillaceous casts of planispiral gastropods (Bellerophon s. l.) with tiny remnants of 
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shells inside the casts as well as four spherical pyritic casts (of radiolarias ?) . The wash
residue of the second sample contains only an undeterminable siliceous cast of a fossil. 
A siliceous cast of a complete smooth ostracod has been found in the third sample. The 
fourth sample is without any fauna. In the fifth, the uppermost sample, an argillaceous 
cast of a planispiral gastropod has been found. 

Marine fauna! remains have also been met with in mine Vlt. Dnor, 8th gallery, east 
cross-cut, 0 1149 m. above the seam that has been determined as seam Pavel, but is prob
ably identical with the Bruno seam. An undeterminable remnant (of a fish ossicle?) has 
been encountered close above the seam. The sample of varved shale at a height of 20 cm. 
above the seam is without any fauna. At a height of 50 cm. above the seam, an argillaceous 
cast of a complete ostracod has been found. The samples at heights of 80 cm., 1 m . and 2 m. 
above the seam are without any fauna. The sample at a height of 4 m. above the seam 
contains a siliceous cast of a small gastropod. 

The band below the Otakar seam 

A new band containing a marine fauna has been found in mine Stalin, 3rd gallery, 
main cross-:cut No. 71, below the seam considered to be the Otakar seam. It appears at 
0 715 m. and again at 0 702 m. 

Four samples were taken at 0 715 m. The lowermost sample contains two argillaceous 
infillings of scaphopods and three siliceous infillings of smooth ostracods. The second 
sample from a higher level is without any fauna . The third sample contains an argillaceous 
cast of a scaphopod and pieces of pyritized wood without traces of deformations. The up
permost sample contains an argillaceous cast of scaphopod, two siliceous infillings of smooth 
ostracods and an angular, irregularly limited pyritic stick. 

Three samples were also taken a,t 0 702 m. in the same fauna! band. The lowermost 
sample contains only an argillaceous infilling of a scaphopod. The sample taken higher up 
contains a similar infilling together with a siliceous cast of the cavity of a complete smooth 
ostracod and with irregularly limited pyritic sticks. The uppermost sample contains a pyritic 
infilling of a scaphopod, three siliceous infillings of cavities of complete ostracods and 
several silicified fragments of relatively thick valves of pelecypods. 

The Nanetta ( = Otdkar = Prokop) faunal bands 

General character of the lower marine-fauna band (Nanetta I): 

In mine Stachanov, the roof of seam Otakar ( = Nanetta) was sampled in the 7th gal
lery, north-east cross- cut. A fauna appears (with the exception of barren layers) close 
above the seam and continues over a distance of 100 m. 

Samples were taken at distances of 0 m., 2 m., 5 m., 10 m., 15 m., 50 m., 90 m., 100 m. 
from the seam (the levels with a fauna-;;;; underli~).--s;;;all pyritic faun~as~ 
subangular quartz grains polished in a water environment as well as rare quartz grains 
having limonitic coatings were found close above the seam (a cast of a pelecypod coming 
from a complete specimen). The sample taken at a distance of 2 m. from the seam is 
barren and contains only quartz grains polished in a water environment. Pyritic casts of 
complete pelecypods and ostracods together with pyritic casts of gastropods and of un
determinable fossils were found at distances of 5 m. and 10 m. from the seam. In addition 
to pyr itic casts of ostracods siliceous ones also appear. The samples taken at greater heights 
are barren. At distances of 90 m. and 100 m. from the seam, only siliceous casts of 
complete ostracods were encountered. 

Sampling was also done in mine Stachanov, 7th gallery, communication cross-cut. No 
fauna! remains (with the exception of a fragment of yellowish quartz-a remnant of a cast?) 
have been found close above seam Otakar (Nanetta). The wash-residue contains polished 
quartz grains. Unquestionably fauna! remains have been found only in the samples taken 
at distances of 8 m., 10 m., 11 m., 14 m. , 17 m., 18 m., and of 20 m. The casts of pelecypods 
and ostracods (all of complete specimens) are most frequent; conical, stick-like and 
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spherical casts (remnants of scaphopods and of undeterminable fossils) are rare. The casts 
of pelecypods and ostracods are mostly pyritic, rarely siliceous. 

In mine Vit. Onor, 8th gallery, east cross-cut, samples were taken from the roof o£ 
seam Otakar ( = Nanetta) at 0 1208; m. Only some macrospores have been found close above 
the seam. The further samples taken at greater heights are barren. Faunal remains appear 
in the samples taken at heights of 1 .5 m., 2 m., and 5 m. above the seam. They are pyritic 
casts of cavities of planispiral gastropods, scaphopods, of complete pelecypods, and a sili
ceous cast of the cavity of a complete ostracod. 

In mine Stalin II, 3rd gallery, main cross-cut 71, samples were taken from the roof 
of seam Otakar ( = Nanetta) at 0 875 m. No fauna was found close above the seam. It only 
began ' to appear as high up as 0 880 m. and was found in three samples. The lowermos>~t 
sample contained three pyritic casts of gastropods and a siliceous one. One of the pyritic 
casts enclosed silicified remnants of the inner part of the shell. A siliceous cast of a com
plete smooth ostracod was also met with. The sample taken higher up contained only argil
laceous metasomatosis of the shell of a scaphopod. The uppermost sample contained only 
an argillaceous cast of a gastropod. 

Another locality was sampled in mine Sverma, 6th gallery, main cross-cut. Samples 
were taken close above seam Prokop ( = Nanetta) and at levels of 30 cm., 70 cm., 1 m., 
1.40 m., 1.80. m., 2.40 m., 2.80 m., 3.30 m., 3.80 m., 4.40 m., and 4.80 m, above the~ 
(faunal levels are underlined). The faunal content is very poor and~sts only of pyritic 
casts of planispiral gastl.;opods, of complete pelecypods and of scaphopods There was only 
a single siliceous cast of a scaphopod found among the others. Wood remnants without 
traces of deformation, mostly completely pyritized, appear at some faunal, as well as barren, 
li!:vels . Undeformed limonitized wood remnants having a slight proportion of carbonized 
wood parts appear only at a level of 4.40 m. above the seam. It is quite rarely that spherical 
pyritic casts (of radiolarias?) appear. Quartz grains worn-off to various degrees and later 
polis~ed in a water environment are in places rather abundant in claystones. 

Pyritization is as strong in the Nanetta I faunal band as in the Leonard band, if not 
stronger. Pyritic casts of cavities of fossils are frequent. Siliceous casts accompany them 
only rarely and in a very small number. It is surely interesting that usually only ostracods 
have siliceous infillings . The shells have been leached out and a remnan't of a valve has been 
found only in a single case. In this respect, too, faunal band Nanetta I resembles the Leonard 
band. 

General character of theupper marine-fauna band (Narwtta Il): 

The other (upper) band of seam Nanetta (Nanetta II) was sampled in mine Stalin II, 
3rd gallery, main cross-cut 71, 0 940 m. 

The sample taken at a lower level contains a complete ostracod with the silicified 
carapace and siliceous infilling. The sample taken higher up has supplied only a single 
pyritic infilling of a small pelecypod. A single stick-like pyritic infilling has been en
·countered at the uppermost level. 

Further samples from faunal band Nanett,9- II were taken in mine Sverma, 6th gallery, 
main cross- cut. The sample from the wall 6f the cross-cut contains a siliceous cast of 
a complete smooth ostracod and some tubes besides some undeterminable fragments of 
brown siliceous casts. The samples from the material removed by digging have supplied 
further information on the fauna and its state. They contain some imprints bearing de
calcified remnants of pelecypod valves, pyritic and argillaceous casts of scaphopods, rarely 
with decalcified shell remnants, and a pyritic infilling of a gastropod. One of the samples 
contains both strongly pigmented and light-yellow siliceous casts of complete ostracods 
and of gastropods together with a single pyritic cast of an ostra'Cod. 

These statements show that pyritization is considerably less frequent in faunal band 
· Nanetta II than it is in Nanetta I. The siliceous casts are pigmented to various degrees, 
Remnants of shells have been preserved more frequently than they are in band Nanetta I. 
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The Hrusov Zone 

The Frantiska faunal bands 

Sampling was done in mine Salomoun, 8th gallery, West cross-cut. The samples from 
00 738 m., 739 m., 740 m., 741 m. and 742 m. contain a small fauna consisting of pelecy
pods, ostracods, gastropods and of undeterminable remains. With the exception of the 
lowermost sample (0 738 m.), the shells and valves are preserved, but all of them are com
pletely silicified, uncalcareous. With the exception of a single case, all the pelecypod shells 
and ostracod carapaces are complete. All the infillings are siliceous, except for some 
pyritic ones in the sample from 0 738 m. A quartz grain with the limonitic coating has 
been found in the detritus from the 0 740 m. sample. The level at 0 743 m. in the same 
locality is barren. A small fauna appears again at .0 745 m. and continues up to 0 755 m . 
It is similar in its composition to that of the lower levels. Most of the thicker shells, how
ever, have preserved their lime content, in the inner layer at least. Almost all the small 
and thin-walled forms are silicified. Large valves occur in the wash-residues only in frag
ments so that it is impossible to say whether they were separated. All the small pelecypods 
and ostracods are complete, with siliceous or pyritic infillings. At the uppermost level, 
some ostracods with bLeached-out, calcareous carapaces appear together with specimens 
having silicified and translucent carapaces and infillings. 

The Frantiska band in mine Salomoun consists, as seen from the description, of two 
<iivisions which differ in fossilization and are separated by a barren layer. In other words, 
two bands have developed here. 

The Frantisk~ faunal bands were also sampled in mine Bezruc, 12th gallery, North 
main cross-cut. The fauna is richer both in species and individuals than thal't from mine 
Salomoun. Fragments are all that is left of larger valves in the wash-residues so that it 
is impossible to say in what state they came to rest. All the small specimens of pelecypods, 
ostracods c=md of brachiopods are complete, predominantly with siliceous, rarely with pyritic 
infillings. 

Three bands separated by barren layers appear in the cross-section. In the lowermost 
band, from 0 429 m. to ~0 426 m., the silicification of the fauna is the strongest and it is 
only rarely that shells and valves with traces of lime occur. An admixture of fossils having 
pyritic infillings (some pelecypods and scaphopods) only appears as high up as the upper 
part of the lower band, from 0 427 m. upwards. From this level upwards also ostracods 
begin to appear. The faunal content of the lower band consists of ostracods, pelecypods, 
gastropods (planispiral and trochospiral forms) and of scaphopods. 

The sample taken at .0 425 m. is barren. The layer from which this sample was taken 
underlies the middle, the most fossiliferous band (00 424-412 m.). It con'tains frequent 
remains of pelecypods. Remains of gastropods, scaphopods and ostracods appear more 
rarely. The faunal remains are less silicified than those of the lower band. It is rather 
frequent that not only the shells but also their pyritic infillings (their limy admixtures) are 
calcareous. The claystone enclosing the fossils, however, is uncalcareous and a great- num
ber of fossils have siliceous infillings. 

Layers without any fauna as well as layers containing a scarce fauna appear between 
00 411 m. and 404 m. Worn-off quartz-grains with traces of polishing in a water environ
ment sporadically appear in the claystones in this band; pyritized undeformed pieces of 
wood appear in the barren layer at 0 409 m. Faunal remains are very scarce (two complete 
small pelecypods, fragments of larger valves and remains of scaphopods); the remains found 
are silicified. 

Further twenty six samples from the FrantiSka bands were taken in mine Bezruc, 
5th gallery, main cross-cut. A purely marine fauna has been found close above the seam. 
It consists of representatives of brachiopods and pelecypods. The individuals are complete, 
the shells are well preserved and have maintained their lime contents. At a level of about 
0.5 m. above the seam remnants of valves of fresh-water pelecypods occur together with 
complete shells of small marine pelecypods having siliceous infillings and together with 
shells of bellerophontid gastropods. The shells are mostly preserved, the thick ones being 
partially silicified, the thin ones completely so. A uniform small fauna in which pelecy
pods strikingly predominate appears higher up. The pelecypods are accompanied by scarce 
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gastropods (planispiral and trochospiral forms). All the shells of small and immature pele
cypods are complete with siliceous infillings of cavities. The thick shells are partially, the 
thin ones completely silicified. A pyritic infilling has been found only in a single case. 
A new faunal change appears at a height of 1 m. above the seam. In addition to pelecypods 
and gastropods also silicified remnants of undeformed wood tissues appear at this level, 
while remains of fresh-water pelecypods together with marine pelecypods and gastropods 
(trochospiral and planispiral forms) appear at a higher level. The remnants of shells of 
marine pelecypods are complete; the infillings are siliceous. Some quartz grains, which 
occur rather frequently in the claystone, are only wind-worn, while others are polished in 
a water environment. Several layers with sorted m'aterial occur up to a height of 2 m . 
above the seam. Some of them contain a great number of small complete pelecypods to
gether with small gastropods (trochospiral and planispiral forms) and rare ostracods, while 
other layers bear almost exclus-ively remains of larger pelecypods in association with larger 
planispiral gastropods. In one of the layers the small fauna is missing completely and only 
larger valves appear. The band terminates in a layer containing small pelecypods,J gastro
pods and remains of scaphopods. Throughout the band the shells of small pelecypods are 
completely silicified, thicker valves, however, still partially maintain their lime contents. 
All the small pelecypods are compete. -

A barren layer lies higher up. It is followed upwards by layers containing remains 
(imprints) of fresh-water pelecypods together with fragments of valves of marine pelecy
pods, of trochospiral and planispiral gastropods (Bellerophon s. l.), of scaphopods and of 
tentaculites. One of the layers (middle) bears even remnants of undeformed pyritized 
pieces of wood with carbonized bark. Remnants of undeformed wood tissues, unpyr itized, 
but silicified, with carbonized bark portions have been found in another of the layers. 
Numerous small and large pelecypods as well as scarce scaphopods and gastropods (plani
spiral, rarely trochospiral forms) appear at a h~ight of 2.50-5.70 m . above the seam. Only 
thin-walled shells are completely silicified. The infillings of shells are siliceous. 

The described vertical section across the Frantiska bands in mine Bezruc is very inter
esting in containing occasional mixtures of fresh-water, marine and terrestrial faunas and 
floras. Pelecypods entirely predominate. The other organisms are subordinate. The scarce
ness of ostracods is surprising . 

An experimental cross-cut in mine Vaclav, 6th gallery, has also been sampled. Seven 
samples were taken between 0 0 1920- 1938 m . A spherical pyritic cast was found at 
0 1925 m. No other t races of a fauna have been found. 

Samples were als'o taken in mine Jindrich, 8th gallery, west cross-cut between seams 
Olga and FrantiSka. No fauna has been found . 

The Frantiska faunal bands strikingly differ in fossilization from fauna! bands Na
netta, Bruno and Leonard. Even when valves and shells ar e sometimes completely decalci
fied, nevertheless they are often preserved. It is surprising that no columnals of crinoids 
have been found in the Frantiska faunal bands even at levels and in the places with a very 
rich fauna. Nor were any foraminifera found. 

Regional diffe1rences in the character of the Frantiska faunal bands are very instruc
tive. Mixtures of fresh-water and marine faunas appear only over a- small area. It is only 
marine fauna, if any fauna appears at all, that occurs anywhere else. Mixtures of various 
fossilized faunal remains occur occasionally. The predominant mode of fossilization is 
diverse in diverse bands. 

The Roland faunal bands 

The middle part of the Hrusov zone is formed of a whole series of cyclothems the 
correlation of which is unreliable. From these layers only a single, only locally and slightly 
developed band above seam Roland (in mine Salomoun below the seam) has been so far 
referred to. Because of these circumstances, t he middle part of the Hrusov zone was more 
extensively sampled. Samples were taken from the upper parts of various cyclothems, 
from the levels that were at least somewhat promising. 

Several faunal bands have been found in t he cyclothems in the middle part of the 
tfrusov zone. 
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The faunal band developed above seam Roland rarely bears complete carapaces of 
ostracods with smooth surfaces. In mine Jeremenko, 7th gallery, north-east part of the 
main cross-cut, 0 337 m., remains of fresh-water pelecypods have been encountered at 
a height of 10-30 cm. above seam Roland. They have not been found at. other localities. 
Terebelloid tubes most frequently appear in the fauna. They have, however, been encoun''tered 
at several levels of the Hrusov zone between seams Vaclav and Flora. 

The faunal layers with a sparse (mixed and fresh-water) fauna are developed only 
locally and appear both below seam Roland and in its roof as well as in superimposed 
cyclothems. Therefore, their correlation is difficult. The faunal finds may contribute to 
the identification of the middle Hrusov beds. But they cannot be used for the identification 

· of individual seams. 
It is worth mentioning thatfaunal bands of similar character also appear in the middle 

part of the Poruba zone. Terebelloid tubes have also been encount:red there. 

The Pipin faunal band 

Samples were taken in mine Jeremenko in the first cross-cut below the sixth gallery. 
At a height of 30 cm. above the seam there is a thin claystone layer in which macrofauna 
has been found. The claystone, however, is without any small fauna. 

Samples were also taken in mine Jeremenko in the north-east part of the main 
cross-cut in the seventh gallery. Two spherical pyritic casts have been met with close 
above the seam. An undeterminable uncalcareous fragment of a fossil has been found 
at a height of 15 cm. above the seam. Fragments of terebelloid tubes appear at heights 
of 20-25 cm. Such tubes have also been found in four further samples taken higher up, 
up to a height of 70 cm. above the seam. The remaining three samples taken at heights 
of 80-180 cm. above the seam are barren. 

The Pipin band belongs, in its character, to a group of bands developed both below and 
above seam Roland. 

The Enna faunc; l bands 

These bands appear in "seamless" beds, in a sequence of strata containing only thin 
seams. Some of them already appear as low down as above the Flora seam; some others 
only appear as high up as above seam Enna. V. Sus t a unites both of them under the 
name of "the Enna bands" because the identification of seams Flora and Enna is not always 
r eliable. For the same reason, the sections across all superimposed fauna! bands are here 
described. 

A very detailed sampling was done in mine Zarubek, lOth gallery, side-cross- cut No. 4, 
from the base or twin-seam Flora up to the roof of seam Enna. 

The parting in twin-seam Flora bears stigmarian appendices. An amorphous opal 
was found in the middle part of this parting . Pyritized (not carbonized) fragments of 
wood tissue and subangular quartz grains were met with in the upper part of this parting. 

Twenty eight samples were taken between seams Flora and Enna. A fauna appears 
only at the levels at a distance of 4.50 m. from the seam (a fragment of a fish tooth) and 
at a distance of 11.75 m. (a fragment of a silicified valve). 

Columnals of the crinoids appear in great abundance . close above the Enna seam. 
(These exacting marine organisms cannot stand brackish water.) Some of · them are com
pletely pyritized, others bear traces of weathering (they are whitish or rusty with limonite, 
porous, completely silicified or still slightly calcareous). Apart from these columnals, no 
other faunal remains have been found so that even this circumstance suggests that the 
fossils are not in the original place. At a height of 25 cm. above the seam, there are no 
more traces of crinoids. Nothing else has been found but a complete smooth ostracod with 
the silicified carapace and siliceous infilling, a siliceous conical cast and fragments of a 
conical fish tooth. The sample from a level of 1 m. above the seam is barren. The sample 
from a level of 1.50 m. above the seam contains a crinoid columna! that is st~H slightly 
calcareous, quite differently fossilized from the columnals found close above the seam 
(it is yellowish, non-porous). A complete ostracod with the silicified carapace and siliceous 
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infilling as well as an undeterminable remnant, perhaps of a crinoid, were found at a level 
of 2 m. above the seam. The level of 2.50 m. above the seam is barren. It is followed, 
upwards, by a thick band (3-9.50 m.) rich in fossils and divisible according to fossilization 
into two divisions. The lower division (3-6 m.) bears very abundant pyritic sticks. Most 
probably, they are for the most part infillings of tubes of organisms (worms?). A pro
portion of them may also be pyritic metasomatoses of crinoid columnals. Pyritic casts of 
the cavities of complete pelecypods and of complete ostracods as well as siliceous infillings 
of complete ostracods, and some undeterminable fossils rarely appear together with the 
afore-mentioned pyritic sticks. A siliceous infilling of a gastropod has also been encoun
tered. Of the foraminifera, nothing but two fragments have been found (Rhabdammina sp. 
and Hyperammina sp.). In the upper division of the band (6.50-9.50 m.), pyritization 
strikingly yields to other modes of preservation of the fossils. An echinoid spine with pre
served lime content and fragments of undeformed carbonized wood the tracheids of which 
are filled up with pyrite were found directly in the base of this division. Crinoid columnals 
with preserved lime contents, siliceous infillings of undeterminable remains, two fragments 
of foraminifera beyond precise identification (Hyperammina sp.), and fragments of wood 
were found at a level of 7.50 m. above the seam. The afore-mentioned fragments of wood 
are somewhat more strongly pyritized than those found lower down so that not only the 
cavities but also some parts of the cellular walls have been attacked. Complete ostracods 
with calcareous carapaces and siliceous or pyritic infillings as well as unde1'terminable frag
ments of fossils, some of them being calcareous, some others silicified, appear higher up 
(8-9.50 m.). The level of 10 m. above the seam is barren. Two complete ostracods with 
calcareous carapaces and siliceous infillings have appeared at a level of 10.50 m. above the 
seam. The level of 11 m. is also barren . . A complete ostracod with the calcareous carapace 
and siliceous infilling has been found at a level of 11.50 m. above the seam. No small fauna 
has been encountered higher up. 

The beds overlying seams Flora and Enna have also been sampled in mine Alexander, 
5th gallery, south-east cross-·cut. 

No small fauna has been found in the sediments between seams Flora and Enna. 
A layer containing abundant crinoid columnals appears (just as in mine Zarubek) close 

above the Enna seam, near 0 443 m. They are completely missing near 0 442 m. The 
columnals bear traces of weathering and are slightly limonitized, porous, decalcified. But 
on the contrary to the locality in mine Zarubek, other faunal remains, i. e., foraminifera 
(Hyperammina sp.), fish scales as well as siliceous and argillaceous casts of undeterminable 
remains of rare fauna appear tog ether with the columnals. Pyritized crinoid columnals have 
not bee found. 

The barren layer near 0 331 m. may be correlated with the barren layer lying 1 m. 
3 bove seam Enna in mine Zarubek. 

This layer is overlain by fossiliferous sediments between 00 439.20-431.80 m. Only 
a siliceous cast of a complete ostracod and two siliceous casts of undeterminable remnants 
of fossils have been found at the base of these sediments (0 439.20 m.) . The upper part 
of the fossiliferous sediments may be divided (just as in mine Zarubek) into two divisions. 
The lower division (00 438-436 m.) bears numerous pyritic sticks (infillings of worm 
tubes?), which are associated with columnals of the crinoids at some levels (0 1436.50 m. 
and :0 436 m.). The latter are attacked by weathering, are porous, slightly limonitized, 
sometimes with a very slight content of lime. The crinoid columnals are associated with 
complete pelecypods and ostracods having pyritic and siliceous infillings of the cavities and 
with fragments of undeterminable fossils. Pyritization yields strikingly to other modes of 
fossilization in the upper division (00 435.20-431.80 m.) as it does in mine Zarubek. All 
the ostracods and pelecypods are complete, often with preserved calcareous shells, with 
clear siliceous (rarely also calcareous) infillings of the cavities. The ostracods and pelecy
pods are rarely associated with gastropods. Crinoid columnals with the lime contents 
preserved have also been met with at a level near ·0 434.50 m. Calcareous and argillaceous 
infillings of some fossils occur · sporadically. As to the presence of calcareous infillings, 
it is necessary to emphasize that the fossils with these infillings are embedded in an un
calcareous claystone. These statements perhaps suffice for us to understand that mixtures 
of remains of the organisms which fossilized in diverse environments have accumulated in 
this band. 

Further faunal bands have been found between 00 240- 207.50 m. There is no cor
relating these with those found in mine Zarubek. 
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Only complete smooth ostracods with preserved, but entirely sicilified carapaces Cfhd 
siliceous infillings of the cavities have been found at levels near 0 240 m. and 0 239 m. 

The layers near 0 238 m. and .0 237.80 m. are barren. 
Variously fossilized remains of organisms appear in the layers near 00 236.50 m., 

235.20 m . and 234.50 m. Only two complete limonitized (brown-red) ostracods, silificied, 
with translucent uncalcareous infillings have been found at 0 236.50 m. A complete ostra
cod fossilized in a similar way, a silificied, non-limonitized ostracod with the siliceous in
filling of a tube-like cavity and a pyritic cast of the cavity of a complete small pelecypod 
have been met with at 0 235.20 m. The mixture of variously fossilized remains is most 
conspicuous at 0 234 .50 m. Pyritic sticks (infillings of worm - cavities?) are associated with 
crinoid columnals that are strongly limonitized (brown-red), porous, entirely decalcified 
as well as with columnals that are non-limonitized, gray-white, porous, silicified. A com
plete silicified ostracod with the siliceous infilling of cavity has also been found. 

The samples from the layers at .0 234 m. and 0 232 m. are barren. 
A fauna has been found again in the samples from the band between 0 230 m. and 

SJ 223 m. If the remains of organisms in the lower fossiliferous layers between 0 240 m. 
and 0 234.50 m. have been completely silicified, at least . some of the remains in the band 
between 0 230 m. and :0 223 m. have maintained their lime contents. The crinoid columnals 
are most conspicuous among the faunal remains. They are more or less attacked by 
weathering, limonitized, porous, uncalcareous or only slightly calcareous. The remains of 
complete ostracods are rather abundant and through-going. Their carapaces sometimes 
maintain their lime contents. The infillings of their cavities are most often siliceous, rarely 
pyritic. An echinoid spine has been found at the lowermost level (0 230 m.); fragments 
of larger valves with preserved lime contents have been encountered at two uppermost 
levels (0 224 m. and 0 223 m.). 

The layers at 0 219.50 m.-0 213.20 m. are barren. 
A new fossiliferous band appears higher up between 0 213 m. and 0 211 m. This band 

is characterized by a greater frequency of gastropods and by pyritization of many fossils. 
Pyritic and argillaceous casts only rarely bear remnants of silicifiecl valves (larger gastro
pods only). The pyritic metasomatosis of the shell of a gastropod found at a level near 
0 211 m. is also conspicuous. 

The layer at 0 209 m. is barren. 
Only pyritico-argillaceous infillings of the cavities of a few larger gastropods have 

been found in the layer near ·0 207.50 m. 
The sediments deposited higher up are barren. They terminate on the fault near 

0 182 m. 
Above the fault , a very rich fossiliferous band appears between 0 l76 m. and ,0 157 m. 

above the barren sediments. This band greatly resembles in some features the band over~ 
lying the Enna seam, but differs from it in other features. The presence of pyritized crinoid 
columnals (the basal level of the band at 0 176 m.) and a considerable pyritization of many 
other fossils at the lower and the uppermost ievels are joint features; the presence of 
brachiopods, gastropods and cephalopods, and at one of the levels (0 182 m.) also of semi
calcareous foraminifers (Hemigordius) is a distinguishing feature. All the shells of ostra
cods, pelecypods and brachiopods are complete just as they are in other fauna! bands 
(of course, it is only smaller or immature forms that are open to observation in wash
residues). Striking mixtures of variously fossilized remains appear at certain levels. The 
lime contents of the shells are preserved only rarely, chiefly in thicker valves. At some 
levels, the valves have been completeli leached out and all that remains are only pyritic 
and siliceous casts of the cavities, and imprints. The crinoid columnals at some levels are 
whitish, calcareous, but without traces of weathering. 

The roof of the fossiliferous band described (0 135 m .- 0 120.50 m.) is barren. 

The roof of the Enna seam was also sampled in mine Salomoun, 6th gallery, west 
cross-cut, between 0 158 m. and ~0 108 m. 

The roof of the Enna seam (0 158 m.- 0 126 m.) is without any fauna (pyritized pieces 
of wood without traces of deformation have been found near ·0 126 m.). 

A fragment of foraminifer (Hyperammina sp.) in association with casts of the scapha
pods, with a silicified complete ostracod, with a slightly limonitized crinoid columna! and 
v:.:ith a pyritic stick (infilling of a worm cavity?) have been encountered at 0 125.50 m. in 
the base of the lower fossiliferous band. The remaining portion of the lower fossiliferous 
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band (0 125 m.-0 122 m.) bears very abundant pyritic sticks together with rare gastropods, 
scaphopods and with complete ostracods and pelecypods. The shells are for the most part 
completely leached out. Their remnants are silicified. Pyritic or siliceous casts of cavities 
are mostly all that is left of a fauna. Therefore, the find of a complete ostracod with the 
calcareous carapace in a separate layer near 0 118 m. is worth noticing. 

The described band may be correlated with the band which lies in mine Zarubek 
3-9.50 m. above the Enna seam. It is typical that some layers with sorted fauna which 
appear in mine Zarubek (e. g. layers stuffed with crinoid columnals) have not developed 
in the area of mine Salomoun. 

The roofs of seams Enna and Flora were also sampled in the experimental cross-cut. 
in the 6th gallery in mine Vaclav. 

Between seams Enna and Flora, a small fauna has been found only at 0 1598 m. 
(three siliceous casts of complete ostracods). 

Almost the whole roof of the Enna seam is barren. A fauna has been found only in 
the layers near 0 1527 m. (a calcareous cast of a scaphopod cavity), near 0 1521 :m. (a sili
ceous cast of a complete ostracod), and near 0 1497 _m. (very abundant pyritic sticks-in
fillings of worm cavities?). 

It is evident from these finds that some of the layers containing pyritic sticks (which 
are abundant in several layers in mines Zarubek, Alexander and Salomoun) extend into the 
area of mine Vaclav. 

The J a k l o v e c Z ,o ne 

A greater number of fresh-water-fauna bands appear in the lower and upper parts 
of the sequence of strata in the Jaklovec zone. Some time ago, a marine-fauna band was 
found between the lower and the upper group of the fresh-water-fauna bands. In searching 
for this band and its fauna, a series of prospection samples were taken from various pro
mising levels. A marine microfauna has nowhere been found. Some of the fresh-water
fauna bands bear representatives of the Thecamoebina (the roof of the 5th Jaklovec seam 
in mine P. Cingr II; the roofs of seams 13 band 12 P. in mine Ludvik). 

The Barbora faunal bands 

The Jaklovec beds terminate, in the new stratigraphical conception, in "seamless'' 
beds, which underlie the Zamek conglomerates. These beds contain fossiliierous bands 
usually designated as the Barbora bands. 

The most complete profile across the fossiliferous Barbora bands has been acquired in 
mine Vaclav, 4th gallery, north.:..west cross-cut. 

The thecamoebina and remains of fresh-water pelecypods appear directly above the 
10 P. seam ( = seam Barbora). Separated layers with thecamoebina and fresh-water peleey
pods appear up to a height of 45 m. above the seam. They alternate with unfossiliferous 
layers. Calcareous faunal remains have been leached out completely and only imprints 
remain. 

The beds lying at a height of 50-58.80 m. above the seam are composed of three sorts 
of sediment that alternate wit.h one another: (1) claystones without any fauna; (2) clay
stones with imprints and silicified fragments of valves of fresh-water pe~ecypods; (3) clay
stones with silicified fragments of scaphopods. 

At a height of 59 m ., there is a sharp boundary between the Zayer with fresh-water 
pelecypods and the overlying layer with calcareous marine fauna remains (two calcareous 
fragments of scaphopods, a partially silicified complete carapace of an ostracod and a fish 
tooth have been found there). The layer at a height of 59 m. above the seam is a base 
of a group of separated layers in which calcareous remains of a purely marine fauna very 
different in fossilization most frequently appear. Such layers continue as far as a height 
of 109 m. above the seam. Their description follows: 
59.60 m. above the seam: Without any fauna. 
60 m. above the seam: Calcareous fragments of a larger pelecypod and of a scaphopod. 
69.20 m. above the seam: Without any fauna. 
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69.30 m. above the seam: A pentagonal crinoid columnal bleached out through weathering, 
with traces of coal matter on the surface. Fragments of valves of larger pelecypods 
(one of them with whitish patina, two coated with coal matter). All the remains are 
calcareous. The rock in which the fossils are embedded is a claystone without coal 
laminae or a seam. 

69.40 m. above the seam: A fish tooth. Calcareous and silicified · fragments of valves of 
larger pelecypods, some of them being limonitized, others bleached out through weath
ering. 

75 m., 85 m., 89 m., 100 m., 101 m. above the seam: Without any fauna. 
109 m. above the seam: ·A great number of gastropods, crinoids and foraminifers. Rare 

pelecypods and ostracods. Bivalve shells complete. Shells calcareous, partially silici
fied; infillings often siliceous, rarely pyritic. The foss ils are embedded in a cal
careous (!) clay stone . 

.111 m. above the seam: Without any fauna . 
A new group of separated fossiliferous layers appears at heights of 117-152 m. above 

the seam. Siliceous casts of pelecypods and scaphopods appear almost exclusively. Espe
cially the layer at a height of 147 m. above the seam is worth noticing. It is formed of 
calcareous (!) clay stone containing complete · ostracod carapaces which are completely 
silicified. 

The sediments at heights of 153-173 m. above the seam are barren. , 
At a height of 176 m. above the seam there is a layer with abundant fauna! remains. 

Crinoid columnals are abundant. They are often deformed, calcareous, bleached out or 
limonitized through weathering. The carapaces of ostracods are complete, silicified, with 
siliceous casts. Two siliceous casts of gastropods and a few fragments of valves of larger 
pelecypods have also been found. With the exception of siliceous casts of gastropods, 
everything has been bleached out or limonitized through weathering to a varied extent. The 
.sediment, however, in which the fossils are embedded does not bear any trace of weathering. 

The sediments at heights of 178.60-181.50 m. above the seam are without any fauna. 
The uppermost fossiliferous band appears 184-186 m. above the seam. It hears sili

ceous casts of complete ostracods, pelecypods and gastropods and fish teeth. A brown 
.argillaceous cast of a scaphopod has also been found (the matrix is a gray-black claystone). 
A calcareous valve of an ostracod has been encountered together with the fossils described. 

No commentary is , needed on this description of the Barbora bands. We have imly to 
recall that the transition of fresh-water fauna into the marine is only seeming . The as
semblages of variously fossilized remains speak about the genesis of the fossiliferous bands 
in a more eloquent way than anything else. 

It was possible to take only a few samples from the Barbora bands in mine Vaclav, 
6th gallery, cross-cut No. 4. 

Only two samples could be taken from the lowermost band near 0 302 m. Both of 
them contain ostracods in great abundance and numerous pelecypods. Of the gastropods. 
nothing but a single pyritic cast has been found. Of the crinoids, only a single columna! 
circular in cross-section has been met with. There are no traces of foraminifera and other 
:fauna. The valves are mostly calcareous, some o! them slightly silicified. 'dhe cavities are 
mostly filled up with pyrite; the rest of them has siliceous fnfillings. 

It was possible to take two samples from a band lying higher up near 0 320 m. 
Abundant crinoid columnals circular in cross-section appear at a lower level. Some of the 
c olumnals are fossilized in a normal way (non-porous, calcareous); others are strikingly 
bleached out, their porosity is maintained and the columnals are on the surfaces more or 
less enveloped with rusty limonitic coatings, which easily fall away. In addition to the 
crinoids, scarce pelecypods, gastropods and ostracods also appear at the lower level. The 
foraminifera are abundant. The fauna! remains are mostly calcareous, some of them are 
partially silicified. The infillings are calcareous, siliceous or pyritic. The varied mode o! 
f,ossilization of the remains is extremely conspicuous and shows that we have to do with 
a pseudoassociation. Neither foraminifera nor crinoids appear at a highe·r level. Ostracods 
and gastropods are fairly abundant. The total number of fossils is strikingly smaller than 
that at the lower level. 

It wasimpossible to take any sample from the third Barbora band near 0 358 m. 
Two samples were taken from the fourth known marine fauna band near ·0 365 m. 

Only ostracods with calcareous carapeces and undeterminable infillings of larger fossils 
l1ave been found. 
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Three samples were taken from the lower 'layers above the Barbora seam in mine 
P. Cingr II ( = Michalka) in the 2nd gallery, north cross-cut. Two of. them are barren. The 
third sample contains two thecamoebinas together with a brown limonitized stick, in places 
still slightly calcareous, which is a remnant of a crinoid columnal. This find is interesting. 
It proves the presence of fresh -water organisms (thecamoebinas) in the lower layers above 
the Barbora seam in the area of mine P. Cingr II. The results of the examination of other 
localities (mine Trojice and others) show that the layers with a fresh-water or a mixed 
fauna are not of wide regional extents. 

It was possible to sample extensively the roof o! the Barbora seam in mine Trojice, 
2nd gallery, north cross-cut. On the whole, thirty samples were taken within the range 
from the Barbora seam up to a height of 32 m. above it. 

The roof of the seam is barren. A fauna has only been found as high up as 8.50 m. 
above the seam. It is purely marine and consists of foraminifers, ostraoods, gastropods, 
pelecypods and crinoids. The fragments of pelecypod valves and ostracods carapaces are 
calcareous; the ostracod infillings are siliceous. Of the gastropods, however, nothing but 
two siliceous infillings have been encountered. A crinoid columna! is silicified. The joint 
occurrence of rematns of varied fossilization points to their allochthoneity. 

The fauna continues up to a height of 19 m. above the seam. It varies in its com
position and mixtures of variously fossilized remains appear. Of the gastropods, it is only 
siliceous infillings that appear (9 m., 12 m. above the seam), sometimes bearing remnants 
of valves with the lime content preserved (14 m., 18 m., 19 m. above the seam). At some 
levels we can find only ostracods with calcareous carapaces and siliceous infillings (15 m., 
16 m., 18 m. above the seam), at other levels only ostracods with calcareous carapaces and 
pyritic infillings (19 m. above the seam), at some other levels only ·siliceous casts of 
ostracods (11 m., 12 m. above the seam), while at still other levels both the ostracods with 
pyritic infillings and those with siliceous .ones appear together (10.50 m., 14 m. above the 
.~earn). Separated valves of ostracods have been found only at two levels . (14 m., 15 m. 
above the seam). Imprints and calcareous fragments of pelecypod valves appear at levels 
of 10 m., 13 m., 14 m., 15 m., 17 m., 18 m. and 19 m. above the seam. Remains of scapha
pods and limonitized, very poorly preserved remains of crinoids appear extremely scarcely. 
The ostracods entirely dominate in the fauna. 

The samples from t!1e layers at heights of 20-22 m. above the seam are barren. 
A fauna appears again at a level of 23 m. above the seam (one calcareous cast of a 

complete ostracod and three complete pelecypods with calcareous valves). 
The layers at heights of 24 m. and 25 m. above the seam are barren. 
A fauna reappears in the bands lying at a height of 26-30 m. above the seam. In most 

of the layers of this band, ostracods entirely dominate over the remaining fauna, which is 
similar in its composition and modes of fossilization to that found in the band between 
8.50 m. and 19 m. 

All the beds deposited higher up than 30 m. above the seam are barren. 

A series of samples were taken from the Barbora bands in mine Fuc!k II in the 5th 
gallery in the communication cross-cut between mines Fuc!k I and II. 

It was possible to take 9ply two samples from the lower band of the Barbora seam. 
Both of them contain only abundant ostracods with siliceous infillings and mostly with 

·calcareous valves. 
A series of samples were taken in the so-called second Barbora band. The ostracods 

entirely dominate in the fauna. They are usually complete, with calcareous carapaces, with 
siliceous, more rarely pyritic infillings. Of the other fauna, it is the gastropods (trocho
spiral and planispiral forms) , pelecypods, very scarce fish teeth and stick-like excrements 
that appear. The shells are well preserved and despite of a certain amount of silicification 
the prevalent majority of them have maintained their lime contents. . Bivalve shells are 
usually complete; the casts are siliceous, but pyritic casts are also rather frequent. 

The so-called third Barbora band was also sampled. In this band there is an alter
nation of layers having a rich fauna with barren layers and with layers containing a poor 
fauna. The ostracods with calcareous carapaces and silice,ous infillings dominate in the 
layers with a rich fauna. The gastropods are rare. As in other localities, the gastropods 
are more strongly silicified than the other fauna. All that has rnost often remained of 
them are siliceous infillings. Strongly silicified shells or pyritic casts are scarce. The same 
applies to the scaphopods. The mode of their pre;;ervation is in st rong contrast with the 
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fossilization of ostracods. Pelecypods and extremely rare brachiopods and crinoids appear 
in the fauna in some layers. Foraminifera are scarce and have been encountered only in 
two layers. Stick-like excrements are also scarce. Bivalve shells are usually complete. The 
valves mostly have well preserved their lime contents, the casts, however, are usually sili
ceous. The layer -in which three siliceous casts of ostracods have been found together with 
a limonitized cast of an ostracod and with a limonitized stick-like excrement is the most 
interesting among the layers with a poor fauna. 

One may conclude that the faunal composition in the area of mine Fucik II strikingly 
resembles that in the area of mine Trojice. 

Very interesting faunas have been supplied by samples from mine Fucik I, the air
course from the 9th into the lOth seam above the 5th gallery. On the whole, twenty-eight 
samples have been taken. All of them (except for a single one) have supplied rich faunas. 
If we compare these faunas with those from mine Fucik II, we can see a striking difference. 
Very abundant gastropods dominate over ostracods in many layers; it is only in some layers 
that ostracods dominate over other forms. The other faunal remains appear only in quite 
a subordinate number besides the gastropods and ostracods. Only pelecypods, scaphopods 
and stick-like excrements appear in some abundance in some layers. Crinoid columnals are 
very scarce. The fossiliziation is diverse and mixtures of variously fossilized remains are 
jairly frequent. So e. g. in the layer at a distance of 90 m. from point 712, limonitized ostra
cods appear together with those the carapaces of which are filled up with pyrite and to
gether with those the carapaces of which are filled up with clear quartz. The shells of 
faunal remains are mostly well preserved and have maintained their lime contents. The 
infillings are usually siliceous; in some layers pyritic infillings are rather frequent. It is 
interesting that separated valves appear in some abundance besides complete ostracods in 
some layers, which is a rare case in the O:>trava beds. A new fine document of the allo
chthoneity of the fossils has been ascertained in a layer at a distance of 96 m. from point 
712 (the gastropods with infUlings formed of light claystone appear together with those 
with the infillings formed of dark claystone). 

As to the Barbora bands, · one may conclude that they show conspicuous regional 
changes in the faunal composition, which are well accounted for by the regional sorting 
of material. The layers with a fresh-water and a mixed fauna have developed only locally . 
Gradual transitions from fresh-water faunas into marine have nowhere been observed. 
Many phenomena suggest that the fossils are not autochthonous. 

The Poruba Zone 
The Gabriela bands 

The roof of seam Gabriela in mine Vaclav, 4th gallery, north-east cross-cut bears 
a macrofauna. The small fauna, however, is completely missing . 

In the parallel cross-cut in the 4th gallery, fish remains (one tooth and undetermin
able fragments), several imprints with silicified · remnants of thin-walled valves, and two 
spherical pyritic casts (of radiolarias ?) have been found close above the seam. The sedi
ments deposited higher up are barren. It is only in the layer deposited as high up as 6 m. 
above the seam that two siliceous casts of small complete pelecypods and several calcareous 
fragments of a thick-walled valve have been found. The layer at a hight of 8.50 m. above 
the seam bears pyritic infillings of small complete pelecypods. The sediments deposited 
higher up are again barren. 

Sampling was also done in mine Zofie, cross- cut 721. Very abundant spherical pyritic 
casts (of radiolarias ?) and a scaphopod cast occur close above the seam; and spherical 
pyritic casts togetherwith fragments of undeformed pyritized wood having some carbon
ized portions appear at a level of 20 cm. above the seam. The samples from levels of 40 cm. 
and 60 cm. above the seam are barren. Nothing but a spherical pyritic cast has been found 
at a heigh.t of 80 cm. above the seam. The samples from 'levels of 1 m. and 1.40 m. above 
the seam are without any fauna. Crinoid columnals, bleached out, decalcified or only 
slightly calcareous have been encountered in abundance at a height of 2 m. above the 
seam. The level of 3 m. above the seam is again without any fauna. A silicified scaphopod 
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shell and an imprint of an undeterminable fossil with the pyritic infilling have been found 
in the layer at a height of 4 m. above the seam. 

Individual, isolated layers only of local extents and bearing faunal remains appear 
throughout the whole roof of seam Gabriela, as shown by the find of marine fauna in mine 
Zofie, cross:..cut 72, at a level of 2.50 m. below seam Sec. Nothing but a single, slightly 
calcareous crinoid columna! was . found in the sample from this level. 

The Koksovd ( = Sec) band 

The sample from the roof of seam Sec, mine Vaclav, 6th gallery, 4th cross-cut, con
tains abundant pelecypods, only two gastropods, several foraminifers and a smooth ostracod 
in addition to other undeterminable small fauna! remains. The shells are calcareous, the 
infillings siliceous or argillaceous. 

It was possible to sample almost a whole profile in the 4th gallery of mine Vaclav 
in the north-east cross-cut to the air-pit near :0 510 m. The roof of the seam. up to 
a height of 150 cm. is without any fauna. The sample taken at a height of 350 cm. above 
the seam contains abundant pelecypods, gastropods and scaphopods, scarce cfinoids, but 
no foraminifers. A similar fauna, but with abundant foraminifers, appears at a height of 
360 cm. above the seam. The shells are calcareous, the infillings siliceous or argillaceous, 
rarely pyritic. At a level of 350 cm. above the seam, a proportion of the shells have a white 
patina. 

A complete profile was sampled in the same mine in the 4th gallery in a parallel 
.cross-cut. It is very interesting to note to what extent it differs in its general develop
ment from the foregoing profile. A fauna has been found above the seam already at a 
height of 0.50 m. (one pyritic and one siliceous cast of complete small pelecypods). A 
bleached-out, but calcareous scaphopod shell and a fragment of a valve fossilized in a 
similar way have been found together with a siliceous cast of a small pelecypod in the 
iayers at distances of 1-2 m. from the seam. The layer at a height of 4 m. above the seam 
.is barren. A disproportionately richer fauna appears in the layers at distances of 4-9 m. 
from the seam. The pelecypods appear in abundance. All the small pelecypods are corn· 
plete. All that is often left of them, however, are siliceous infillings and extremely rarely 
even pyritic ones. These infillings bear here and there remnants of the valves that only 
.sometimes maintain their lime contents. The fragments of larger and thicker valves are 
as a rule calcareous. Remains of the scaphopods also occur in some abundance. They 
are silicified, bleached-out valves, calcareous valves preserved in a normal way, and siliceous 
(at some levels also pyritic) casts. The gastropods are extremely rare. The same applies to 
crinoid columnals, which have preserved their lime contents. A single fish tooth has also 

.been encountered. The foraminifers appear only at some levels (5 m., 7.5 m. above the 
seam). The occurrenc.e of undeformed pyritized pieces of wood in the layers at heights , 
of 7.5 m. and 8 m. above the seam is interesting. 

Further samples were taken in mine Zofie, cross-cut 721. The roof of the seam 
up to a height of 1 m. is without any fauna (an interesting quartz grain with a white 
patina has been found close above the seam). A fish-ossicle remnant has been encountered 
at a level · of 1 m. above the seam. A gastropod with the calcareous shell has been met 
with at a level of 1.5 m. above the seam, and a crinoid columna! strongly worn-off has been 
found at a level of 3 m . above the seam. 

The Jindfich band 

A series of samples were taken from the Jjnd:fich band in mine Zofie, 7th gallery, 
in the cross-cut to seams Konrad-Gustav-Filip. The wash-residues of these samples are 
barren. ' 

Other samples were taken in mine Vaclav, 4th gallery, north-north-east cross-~ut. A con
spicuous abundance of gastropods appear close above the seam and diminishes suddenly 
and strikingly at a height of about 40 cm. above the seam. A comparatively small number 
of small complete pelecypods appear in addition to the gastropods. Many gastropod shells 
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bear attached tests of foraminifera (Apterrinella). No other fossils have been ascertained 
for the present and so the whole fauna has a strikingly uniform character, such as has, 
in the case of such an abundance of specimens, been observed up to the present only in 
some facies and layers in other faunal bands, especially in some facies and layers of the 
Barbora bands. Experiences show that such assemblages of fossils originated in sorting 
so that pseudoassociations composed of remains of other organisms may be expected in 
adjacent areas. 

All the fossils as well as their infillings are completely silicified, without traces of 
lime. It is only very rarely that some of the fossils are filled up with pyrite. 

The fossils appear as high up as 1 m. above the seam. Then a barren sequence or 
strata follows, in which only in the layer deposited 10 m. above the seam a silicified com
plete ostracod and a siliceous cast (probably of a small pelecypod) have been found. 

The Justin and Konrdd bands 

A variable number of nameless thinner seams occur- in• the section between seams 
Justin and Konrad. Some time ago two faunal bands (the lower one with a fresh-water 
and the upper one with a marine fauna) were found in this section. Only the marine-fauna 
band has been found in mine Zofie. In other mines no bands have been encountered be
tween seams Justin and Konrad. Because of these circumstances, all promising layers in 
various localities have been sampled. 

A marine fauna has been found above a nameless thin seam in mine Vaclav, 4th gal
lery, north-east cross-cut to the air-pit, 0 566 m. It is relatively poor. It consists of com
plete pelecypods, gastropods and of complete smooth ostracods, all being fully silicified, 
uncalcareous, with' siliceous infillings. Ovoid pyritic casts (of radiolarias?) are rather 
frequent. 

Three samples were taken from the known marine-fauna band below seam Konrad 
in mine Zofie, cross-cut 721. The lowermost sample contains nine casts of scaphopods 
(eight siliceous, one pyritic) and a siliceous cast of a complete small pelecypod together 
with megaspores and compressed pyritized stems. The uppermost sample contains only 
a siliceous infilling of a complete pelecypod. The sample from the middle level is barren. 

The results of earlier investigation and of the new prospection show that fossiliferous 
layers of local extents and importance occur at various levels between seams Justin and 
Konrdd. The faunal content is usually poor and variable. 

The roof of seam Konrad was sampled in mine Zofie, 7th gallery, cross-cut to seams 
~onrad-Gustav-Filip. Two layers with fauna have been found (13.8-15 m. from the 
seam, 56-57 m. from the seam). Crinoid columnals (some of them limonitized and decalci
fied, others fossilized in a normal way and slightly calcareous) and ostracods having either 
slightly calcareous or silicified carapaces have been found in the first layer. The other 
1ayer (56-57 m. from the seam) contains terebelloid tubes, such as appear in the bands 
of seams Roland and Pipin. 

Lower Roemer' s band 

No fauna has been found. ' 

Upper Roemer's band 

Sampling was done in mine Zofie, cross-cut 710. The roof of the seam as high up 
as 120 cm. is without any fauna (megaspores appear close above the seam). 

2 
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~ TABULAR SUMMARY OF THE OCCURRENCE, GENERAL COMPOSITION AND MODES OF PRESERVATION OF THE SMALL MARINE 
m FAUNA 

§ I 

Faunal 
band 

Gaebler's 
band 

N ·Upper 
, ;g Roemer's 

;:; band 
0 
0.. 
Q) 

..s::: 
E-< 

Locality 

Mine Zofie, 
cross-cuts 503/II, 
710/I, 720/II, 700. 

Mine Zofie, 
cross-cut 710. 

General composition 
of the small fauna 

Mode of fossilization 
of the small fauna 

Shells dark ochrous, 
rarely limonitized or 
slightly bleached-out, 

Foraminifers, spherical 
pyritic casts (of radio
larias? ), trilobites, os
tracods, brachiopods, 
pelecypods, tentaculites, 
gastropods (planispiral 
and trochospiral forms), 
scaphopods, cephalo
pods, cystoids, crinofds, 
echinoids, pyritic infil
lings of tubes (of 
worms?). 

1 well preserved, calca
reous; infillings cals-;a
reous and pyritic; small 
bivalve shells complete. 

In the upper part only I 
pelecypods; in the lower 
part pelecypods together 
with gastropods, ostra
cods, and with very rare 
scaphopods, crinoids and 
echinoids. 

In the upper part every
thing silicified. In the 
lower part many shells 
calcareous, the infillings 
siliceous, rarely pyritic. 
Rarely limonitized and 
bleached-out shells. 
Small bivalve shells.com
plete. 

Remarks 

Dasycladaceas. 

The band of . two 
parts differing in 
the wealth of 
fauna and in fos
silization. 

1-----------------l--------- ------------ ----------------------l------------------

Mine Zofie, 
crOSS-'CUt 720. 

Gastropods and pelecy
pods. 

Everything silicified ex
cept for some valves. 

Only a part of the 
lower band deve.:. 
loped. 

Outstanding 
features 

The richest band 
in foraminifers 
and other fauna, 
faunistically most 

miscellaneous. 
Claystones calca
reous. Fauna ex
cellently preserv
ed; shells non
silicified, calca
reous. Pyritization 
rather frequent. 

Silicification 
slighter than in 
lower bands. 

1----------------------------- l----------------------------------------------l----------------- l------------------

Lower 
Roemer's 
band 

Mine Zofie, 
cross-cut 710. 

None found. 

'-----------------------------~-~----------------------~----------------~---~--~-----------------------------
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t --:> 
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I 

The Justln 
and Konrad 
bands 

Mine Zofie, 
cross-cut 721. 

Mine Zofie, 
7th galiery, cross
cut to seams 
Konrad-Gustav
Filip. 

Scaphopods, pele~ypods . Only casts, usually sili
ceous, very rarely pyri
tic. Bivalve shells were 
complete. 

Two fossiliferous 
layers, separated 
by a barren one. 

1- --- ----- - - - - 1---- ---------- ---- - ---- - ------------ 1 

In the upper band cri
noids and ostracods. 
In the lower band tere
belloid tubes. 

• 

Only some remains sili
cified. Rare limonitiza
tion. Shells preserved, 
bivalve ones complete. 

Two bands deve
loped. 
In the upper one 
a mixture of va
riously fossilized 
remains. 

1-- ---- - - -1- ----------------- -------------- 1-------------------

Mine Vaclav, 
4th gallery, cross
cut to the air-pit. 

Pelecypods, gastropods, 
ostracods. 
Ovoid pyritic casts. 

Everything completely 
silicified. Shells preserv
ed, bivalve shells com
plete ; infillings siliceous. 

Layers with fau
na at various le
vels, only of local 
extent, usually 
with torsos of 
faunas. Fossils 
completely silici
fied; in sporadic 
layers, however, 
mixtures of va-

· riously fossilized 
remains, among 
which there are 
even calcareous 
ones. 

- ----- - ---------1------ ------- - ------------1-- --------- ----- - - ----

The 
Jindfich 
band 

Mine Vaclav, 
4th gallery, 
N.E. cross-cut. 

Mine Zofie, 
7th gallery. 

Very abundant gastro
pods, rarely pelecypods 
and foraminifers, very 
rarely ostracods. 

None found . 

Everything completely 
silicified. Bivalve shells 
complete. Infillings sili
ceous, very rarely pyri
tic. 

The wealth of the 
fauna diminishes 
in vertical direc
tion. Two fossili
ferous layers. 

Sorted, complete
ly silicified, fauna 
of local extent 
and importance. 

-~--------- ------------

1------11-- --- ---:__- - ----------- - -----1-------- - ------ ---- ------1------ -----

The 
Koksova 
band 

I 

I [ 

Mine Zofie, 
7th gallery. 

Very rarely gastropods, 
crinoids, fish. 

Remains have preserved 
lime content. 

Some fossils 
bleached-out. 
Shells usually have 
preserved lime 
content. Pyriti
zation rare. 
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Faunal 
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0 band N 
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The 
Koksova 
band 
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Cl> c 
0 
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ro 
,.0 
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0 
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Gabriela 
bands 

! 

Locality 

Mine Vaclav, 
4th gallery, 
N.E. cross-cut. 

Mine Vaclav, 
4th gallery, 
cross-cut to the 
air-pit. 

-·- -

Mine Vaclav, 
6th gallery. 

Mine 2ofie, 
7th gallery. 

General composition 
of the small fauna 

Pelecypods, scaphopods, 
rarely gastropods, fora 
minifers, crinoids, very 
rarely fish. 

Mode of fossilization 
of the small fauna 

Shells often preserved, I 
calcareous, some of them 
bleached-out, bivalve 
ones complete. Infillings 
siliceous and argilla
ceous, rarely pyritic. 

Pelecypods, gastropods Shells calcareous, bivalve 
and scaphopods, rarely ones complete; infillings 
crinoids and foramini- siliceous, argillaceous, 
fers. rarely pyritic. In some 

Remarks 

l
l layers bleached-out and 

limonitized shells to-

.. Pelecypods, rarely ·gas- ~~~-g-et_h_e_r_w_it_h_n_o_rm_a_l_o_n_e_s_._I-·-----------·-
Shells calcareous, bivalve Only one sample 

tropods, foraminifers ones complete; infillings taken. 

Outstanding 
features 

and ostracods. I siliceous or argillaceous. 
------------- !------------1---------- -------·-------

Scaphopods, crinoids, 
spherical pyritic casts. 
Fossils only in some 
layers; always very rare
ly. 

Remnants of shells 
bleached-out and nor
mal, mostly silicified. 
Pyritic casts. 

Some isolated lay
ers with torsos 
of faunas. Rare 
pieces of wood 
(pyritized, parti
ally carbonized, 
undeformed). 

Because of scar
city of fauna and 
its deposition in 
isolated layers of 
various extents, 
lying at most va
ried levels, the 

---- -------------!·----------- ---· bands are hard to 
Mine Vaclav, Pelecypods, very rarely Shells calcareous only in - correlate. Shells 
4th gallery, fish remains. Spherical some layers. Siliceous preserved, some 
N.E. cross-cut. pyritic casts. and pyritic infillings. of them bleach-

----------- ed-out mostly 
. Mine Vaclav, None found. - - completely silici-

--------- jr~:;~:~? ~~-the _ ________ _____ • _ _ l_ _ - --··---·--·--------------------·~· --~~e~ - _ .. _ __ _ 
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The Mine Fucik I, I Gastropods (planispiral Numerous separated val- Gastropods dom-1 Layers with a 
Barbora above the 5th gal- l and trochospiral forms) ves of ostracods besides inate in nume- fresh-water or a 

I 

bands 
Iery. . .

1 

and ostracods, rarely complete ones in some rous layers. Os- mixed fauna in 
pelecypods, scaphopods, layers. Shells excellent- tracods dominate the basal beds in 
stick-like excrements. ly preserved, only very in some others. the area of mines 
Very rarely crinoids and rarely silicified. Infillings Pyritization fre- Vaclav and Cingr 

I 

I 
I 

foraminifers. siliceous, here and there quent in some 11, higher up an 
I even pyritic ones fre- layers. alternation of I 

I 
I quent. Limonitization layers with a 
I very rare. fresh-water and I I 

I 
I a marine fauna. -·-- ·-· --·1 Sorted fauna fre-I 

I 

Mine Fucik 11, Ostracods, pelecypods, Separated valves rare. The fauna is do- quently appears 
5th g-allery. 1 gastropods (planispiral Shells perfectly preserv- minated by ostra- in marine-fauna 

i and trochospiral forms), ed, only very rarely sili- cods. Pyritization bands so that cri-
Q) i scaphopods, very rarely cified. Limonitization more frequent noids predomin-§ I foraminifers, crinoids, very rare. Infillings sili- only in some lay- ate in some areas N I 

I I 
brachiopods. Stick-like ceous, only locally even ers. Some layers and layers, gas-u 

Q) excrements. Spherical pyritic ones frequent. formed of calca- tropods in others, > 
0 and oval py_ritic casts. reous clays tones. ostracods in still :2 I 

others, and the CiJ I 

" I . - ----- -- -- -·- like. 
Q) 

..c: Mine Trojice, Ostracods, pelecypods, Bivalve shells complete, Layers with fresh-t-< 

I 

2nd gallery. gastropods, very rarely rarely separated valves. water fauna have 
foraminifers, crinoids Shells perfectly preserv- not been"";J found 
and scaphopods. ed, only very rarely sili- in the basal beds. 

I cified. Pyritization and The fauna is do-
I I limonitization rare. Pre- minated by ostra-I I 

I 
I 

valent majority of in- cods. Pyritization 

I 
I fillings siliceous. rare. I 
I -
I 

I 

Mine P. Cing r 11, Thecamoebinas and cri- Crinoid columna! limon- Developed in the Of the foramini-I 

I 
2nd gallery. noids. itized. lower layers fers, Apterrinella 

I above the Barbora augustai and 

I 
I seam. Mixture of some others ap-

" fresh-water and pear for the first 
r 

marine fauna. time. 1\:l 

I I 
e.c 
e.c 

. . - . 
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I 
Fauna! 

I I 
General composition 

I 
Mode of fossilization 

I I 
Outstanding ~ Locality Remarks 0 band of the small fauna of the small fauna features N I 

The Mine Vavlav, Crinoids, ostracods, pe- Shells more or less sili- Layers with va- Pyritic infillings 
Barbora 6th gallery. lecypods, gastropods, cified, bivalve ones ried fauna and of tubes are mis-
bands foraminifers . mostly complete; infil- fossilization. Cri- sing .. 

I 

lings siliceous or pyritic. noids accumulat-

I 
. In some layers striking ed in some layers, 
mixtures with bleached- ostracods and p·e-

I 
I I out and limonitized fos- lecypods in others. 
I I sils. Pyritization fre-

I 
quent. I 

I 

. 
Mine Vavlav, Fresh-water pelecypods Everything silicified in A series of layers 
4th gallery. and thecamoebinas in basal layers, shells with varied fau-

(l) 

I 
basal layers; intercala- mostly preserved. At and fossiliz-r;:: , na 

0 tions with scaphopods. higher levels, the fossil- ation. Gastropods N 
() Higher up purely mar- ~ation often varies and and/or crinoids 
(l) 

> ine fauna: gastropods mixtures of variously accumulated only 
0 

::g (planispiral and trocho- fossilized remains ap- in some layers. 
ctl spiral forms), pelecy- pear. Shells mostly pre- Pyritization very 
" (l) pods, ostracods, crinoids, served, often silicified. rare. I 
..c: I scaphopods, J oramini- Bleaching and limonitiz- ~ I E-< 

I fers, and very rarely ation frequent in some I 

( fish teeth. layers. Infillings siliceous 
and argillaceous; very 
rarely pyritic (only in 
some layers). 

-~ . ... . . 

The band Mine P. Cingr II, None fauna. - -
below 2nd gallery. I I 
the .. 6th 

I 
Jaklovec 
seam 

I - ... -
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I The Flora 
and Enna 
bands 

Mine Vavlav, 
6th gallery. 

Mine Salomoun, 
6th gallery. 

Mine Alexander, 
5th gallery. 

Mine Zarubek, 
lOth galler. 

Very abundant pyritic I Silicified remains, sili
infillings of tubes (of 1 ceous and pyritic casts. 
worms?), very rarely I 
ostracods. and scapha-
pods. 

- --- - I 
Ostracods, gastropods, Almost all shells leach
scaphopods, pelecypods, ed out, the remaining 
very rarely foraminifers ones silicified (except 
and crinoids. Pyritic in- for a simgle case). Hi
fillings of tubes. valve shells originally 

Crinoids, ostracods, rar
ely pelecypods and fora
minifers; in upper layers 
gastropods, very rarely 
echinoids. In one of the 
layers also brachiopods 
and cephalopods. Very 
rarely fish remains. Py
rytic infillings of tubes. 

Crinoids, ostracods, rar
ely pelecypods, very 
rarely echinoids, fora
minifers and fish teeth. 
Pyritic infillings of tu-
bes. 

complete. Infillings py
ritic, rarely siliceous. 

Striking mixtures of va
riously fossilized re
mains: bleached-out, li
monitized, pyritized, si
licified. Shells often pre
served, often silicified, 
bivalve ones complete. 
Infillings siliceous and 
pyritic, extremely rarely 
calcareous. Rare eyritic 
metosomatoses of shells. 

dtto 

Only one of the I 

layers with pyritic 
infillings of tubes 
well developed. 

Correlation pos
sible with the 
layer at 3-9.5 m. 
above the Enna 
seam in mine 
Zarubek. 

The roof of seam 
Flora barren. 

Above seam Enna 
a greater number 
of fossiliferous 
layers, some of 
them with sorted 
fauna ( crinoid 
layers). Mixtures 
of variously fos
silized remains 
frequent . 

Above seam Flora 
two isolated lay
ers with fossils 
(pelecypods and 
fish teeth). Above 
seam Enna se
veral thicker fos
siliferous layers, 
some of them 
with sorted fauna 
(crinoid layers) 
and with greatly 
varied fossiliza
tion of remains. 
Undeformed wood 
tissues, partially 
carbonized, par
tially pyritized. 

Numerous crino-1 
ids, but only in 
some layers. 
Of the foramini
fers, hyperammi
nas appear. Con
spicuous layers 
with very abun
dant pyritic in
fillings of tubes. 
Individual layers 
have various re
gional extents. 

Some fossils 
bleached-out. 
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Faunal General composition Mode of fossilization Locality band of the small fauna of the small fauna I 

Remarks 
I 

Outstanding 
features 

The Pipin Mine J eremenko, Terebelloid tubes, a I --
band 7th gallery_ spherical pyritic cast_ 

Undeterminable remains. 

I 
I 

- Developed only 
I locally, similar to I the Roland bands. 

_ I ____ _ _ -----------
Terebelloid tubes 
present. 

Mine Jeremenko, None found. -
1st div. below the 
6th gallery. 

--~---1-----------1-------------------- ------------------1--------- ------------

1

1.· Silicified complete speThe 
Roland 
bands 

Mine Salomoun, I Ostracods. 
9th gallery, upper . cimens. 

Upper part of the 
roof_ of the seam. 

part of the roof i 

-~~-~-h_e __ s_e_a_m_. ___ - -----------------1-------·--------___________ 1 

Mine Salomoun, I None found. 1 - Roof of the seam. 

~r th~a~r:;~. roof . 1---------------'--------------
Mine Vaclav, 
6th gallery, roof 
of the seam. 

Mine Alexander 
8th gallery, roof 
of the seam. 

seam. 

None found . 

None found. 

1 

Roof of the seam. 

I 
-·-- ~--------:·- ·- -- -~---------1 

- Roof of the seam. 

Pyritic casts and meta
somatoses. 

Band in the roof 
of the seam. 

Not clearly deve
loped, only of lo
cal extent and 
easily to be con
fused with locally 
developed bands 
at other levels 
and in other 
areas. Terebelloid 
tubes occasionally 
present. 

Mine Jeremenko, Fresh-water pelecypods, 
7th gallery, main I higher up casts of cavi
cross-cut, 0 337 ties of terebelloid tubes. 
m., roof of the I 

_ ____ c__ _ ________ _;_ _ _ _ _ ________ l _______ __________ __ -';-______________ j __________________________________ _ 
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The 
Roland 
bands 

The 
Frantiska 
band 

I 
Mine Jeremenko, I 
7th gallery, main 
cross-cut, base-
ment of the seam. I 

Terebelloid tubes. 

Mine Alexander Ostracods in the lower 
8th gallery, base- band, in the upper one 
ment of the seam. terebelloid tubes and 

undeterminable remains. 

Mine Vaclav, Spherical pyritic cast. 
6th gallery, ex-
perimental cross-
cut. 

Mine Jindrich, 
8th gallery. 

Mine Bezruc, 
5th gallery, main 
cross-cut. 

None found. 

Very abundant pelecy
pods, rare gastropods 
(planispiral and trocho
spiral forms), very rare 
scaphopods, ostracods 
and tentaculites. 

- ·--- ----- - - - - ---- - ----1 

Mine Bezruc, 
12th gallery, 
N. main cross
cut. 

Pelecypods very abun
dant, gastropods, sca
phopods and ostracods 
more rare. 

1

1 Band in the base
l ment of the seam. 

Ostracods silicified, corn- ~~~ Two bands in the • 
plete. lower basement of 

the seam. 

Pyritic cast. 
1

--- _ ----- - -- - ------ - -

Considerable re
gional differences 

I in the composition 
i of fauna. Strik-

---------=-----~ ~----=----- ~~g ~~l~~~;~~=n~~ 
the area examin
ed. Mixtures of 
freshwater and 

Bivalve shells complete, 
partially silicified; _infil
lings siliceous, excep
tionally pyritic. 

Occasionally mixtures of 
variously fossilized re
mains. Shells often pre
served, occasionally cal
careous, bivalve ones 
complete. Infillings sili
ceous, more rarely py
ritic. 

In some layers 
mixtures of ma
rine, fresh-water 
and terrestrial 
(wood) organisms 
and indications of 
sorting according 
to size. 

Band of several 
parts with quan
titatively differ
ent fossilization. 

marine forms 
found only with
in a small area. 
Shells well pre
served, partially 
silicified. Pyritiz
ation very rare. 



a.> I . Faunal 

I I 
General composition 

I 
Mode -of fossilization 

I ! 

Outstanding s:: Locality Remarks 0 

I band of the small fauna of the small fauna features N 

I The Mine Salomoun, 
I 

Very frequently pelecy- Occasionally mixtures of Band of two parts 
Frantiska 8th gallery. pods, rarely ostracods, variously fossilized re- with quantitativ-
band I gastropods (planispiral mains. Bivalve shells ely different fos-

I and trochospiral forms), complete; infillings pre- silization in these 
a.> scaphopods; trilobites? dominantly siliceous, parts as well as s:: 

I 

0 rarely pyritic. Shells at some of their N 

> have preserved their levels. 
0 I lime content to a cer->tll 

• 

;:I tain extent only in the :.... 
::r: ,. upper part of the band; 

I 
a.> in the lower part they .c: I I 

E-< I are completely silicified. 

I 

I I 
Bleached ostracods are i 
admixed in the upper- I I 

I 
most layer. 

- I I 
I 

I 
- -

I 
-··-

The upper I Mine Sverma, Ostracods, pelecypods, Mixtures of variously Variously strongly Proportion of py-
Nanetta 

I 
6th gallery. gastropods (planispiral fossilized remains. Shells pigmented sili- ritic casts strik-

band and trochospiral forms), silicified, often leached ceous casts to- ingly smaller -
I scaphopods. out, bivalve ones origin- gether. than that in the 

(!) - I ally _complete. Infillings lower band. 
s:: I pyritic, argillaceous and 

I 
0 

I I N siliceous, the latter 
(!) 

I (.) I chiefly in ostracods. ·:; 

I 

0 I ..!:!: - -------->l-< ...., 
(!) 

~ Mine Stalin ~I. Ostracods, pelecypods, Mixtures of variously Dtto 
I (!) 3rd gallery. stick-like pyritic casts. fossilized remains. Shells .c: I . E-< sometimes preserved, 

but silicified, bivalve 
ones originally complete. 
Infillings siliceous and I 

I I I 
pyritic. 

I I -
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The lower 
Nanetta 
band 

! 

Mine Sverma, 
6th gallery. 

Mine Stalin 11, 
3rd gallery. 

Pelecypods, gastropods 
(planispiral forms), sca
phopods, spherical pyri- . 
tic casts (of radiola
rias ?). 

Occasionally mixtures of 
casts of varied compo
sition. Bivalve shells ori
ginally complete. Shells 

I 
leached out. Casts pre
dominantly pyritic, very 

Il

l rarely siliceous. Pyritiz
ed pieces of wood, un-

I 
deformed. 

i 1--l 
Ostracods, gastropods \ Occasionally mixtures of 
(planispiral forms) and casts of varied compo- ~ 
scaphopods. i sition. Almost all shells 

leached out; bivalve 
shells originally com
plete. Casts predeimin
antly pyritic, rarely si
liceous (in ostracods). 

---·-------1-----------~--- ------ ·-·- - - - -----

Mine Vit. Onor, 
8th gallery. 

Mine Stachanov, 
7th gallery. 

Ostracods, pelecypods, 
gastropods (planispiral 
forms), scaphopods. 

Ostracods, pelecypods, 
gastropods, scaphopods, 
spherical and cylindric
al pyritic casts. 

Shells leached out; bi
valve ones originally 
complete. Casts predo- . 
mina:ntly pyritic, in os
tracods siliceous. 

Occasionally mixtures of 
casts of varied compo
sition. Shells leached 
out; bivalve ones ori
ginally complete. Al
most all casts pyritic; I 
siliceous ones predo- ~ 
minate only in the up-

1 

I permost layer. 

Band composed 
of isolated fossili
ferous layers of 
various extents, 
differing in fauna 
and fossilization. 

Shells completely 
leached out, ex
cept for extreme
ly rare cases. Py
ritic casts entire
ly predominate. 
Infillings of os
tracods, however, 
are predominant
ly siliceous, but 
ostracods are rare. 
They occur most 
frequently in up
per layers. 



~ I 

Fauna! 
band 

I The band 

I 

below seam 
-Otakar 

The Bruno 
I bands 

Locality 

Mine Stalin II, 
3rd gallery. 

General composit ion 
of the small fauna 

I Ostracods, scaphopods, 
pelecypods, pyritic infil
lings of tubes and 
spher ical casts (of ra
diolarias ?) . 

Mode of fossilization 
of the small fauna 

Almost all shells leached 
out, bivalve ones origin
ally complete. Casts ar
gillaceous, siliceous, very 
rarely pyritic. Mixtures 
of casts varied in com
position. Undeformed 
pyritized pieces of wood. 

Remarks 

Band with barren 
layers. There are 
all indications for 
its being a new 
one. 

Outstanding 
features 

Pyritization ex-· 
tremely rare, ex
cept for pyritic 
infillings of tubes 
of organisms and 
pyritized pieces of 
wood. Fauna poor 
and uniform. 

Mi~~~~ t.~nor ~-~--Ostr~-:: gas~ropo~s~ _A_r_g_il-la_c __ e_o_u_s __ a_n_d ___ s_il __ i___ 
1

,-T-y-p--i-ca- 1--lo_c_a--l-it_y _ __ I_n_f_il_lr ___ n_g_s_o_f -s--h·e---11--s-

8th gallery. J ceous casts. Ostracods 
11 

not accessible . De- preserved, bear-
1 originally complete. termination of the ing rarely rem

lower and lhe up- nants of silicified 
per band meets shells. Infillings 
with difficulties argillaceous or si
in other localities liceous; pyritiza
because of ques- tion slighter than 
tionable identific- that in the Leo-

- - - - ------ --- ------ --- --------

Mine Stalin II, 
3rd gallery, main 
cross-cut 71, 
0 1040 m. 

Ostracods, gastropods 
(planispiral forms), 
spherical pyritic casts 
(of radioladas?). 

Shells leached out, ex
cept for very rare rem
nants inside some casts; 
bivalve sh~lls originally 
complete. Casts siliceous 
and argillaceous. 

, ___ -------1---------- ------ !-----
1 M. ine Stalin II, 1

1 

None found. 1 - 1 

I 3rd gallery, main 
1

1 1

1 

cross-cut 71, I 

ation of the nard band. 
seams. The finds 
probably coming 
from the upper 
band formed by 
isolated fossilife-
rous layers. 

0 1058 m. , 
1 

________ ______ l

1

l ___ _ _____ ----------

1 
The band Mine Urx, None found. - - -
below seam 6th gallery. · ! 

I Vilema 

•--~------~----~---~-----------~-------------~----------~------------1 



·---~----------~----------------~------------------------~---------------~-----~----------------~·------------~---

The 
Leonard 
band 

The 
Theodor 
band 

Mine Urx, 
5th and 6th 
galleries. 

Gastropods (planispiral 
and trochospiral forms), 
scaphopods, very rarely 
ostracods, pelecypods. 
Spherical pyritic casts 
(of :radiolarias ?). 

Shells leached out; bi
valve ones originally 
complete. Mixtures of 
casts of varied compo
sition (predominantly 
pyritic, very rarely sili
ceous). Pyritic metaso
matoses. 

Band of isolated 
fossiliferous lay
ers with various 
faunas and va
rious regional ex
tents. Occasionally 
undeformed, py
ritized, partially 
carbonized pieces 
of wood. -

, __________ -------------,..--- --·------------------------

Mine Odra, None found. - -
4th gallery. 

Mine Urx, 
6th gallery. 

Ostracods, pelecypods, 
gastropods, scaphopods, 
crinoids (assorted into 
a single layer). Spherical 
pyritic casts (of radio
larias? ). 

Mixtures of variously 
fossilized remains. Shells 
mostly leached out, rare
ly calcareous; bivalve 
shells originally com
plete. Casts siliceous 
(some of them strongly 
pigmented) and pyritic. 

Band of isolated 
fossiliferous lay
ers with various 

faunas (some
times sorted), and 
with various ex
tents. Occasion
ally undeformed, 
carbonized, parti
ally pyritized pie
ces of wood. 

Calcareous shells 
perfectly remov
ed; only imprints 
are left and rare
ly casts, mostly 
pyritic. Only lo
cally developed. 

Infillings of shells 
preserved, bear
ing rarely rem
nants of shells, 
which have pre
served their l{me 
contents to cer
tain degrees in 
some layers. 

1-----------1 ----------------------1----------------------- --------------- · -----------------1 

Mine Lidice, 
4th gallery. 

Ostracods, scaphopods, 
spherical pyritic casts 
(of radiolarias ?). 

Pyritic and argillaceous 
casts. Bivalve shells ori
ginally complete. 

A small number 
of remnants of a 

fauna, which, 
however, does not 
afford a true pic
ture of its com
position and pre
servation. 

------- ----------------·l----------------------1----------------------l---------------- ll ·---------------·-·----· 

StUr's 
band 

Today 
inaccessible 



Two bands appear higher up . They are separated from each other by a barren layer. 
The lower band (150 cm.-210 cm. above the seam) bears abundant gastropods together with 
pelecypods, ostracods and crinoids. Scapho]Uods appear very rarely. Echinoid remains ap
pear at the base. , The fossils are often completely silicified and only some of them have 
preserved their lime contents to certain degrees. The infillings are siliceous, pyritic ones 
occurring also· at a higher level. The upper band (300-360 cm. above the seam) bears rarely 
calcareous shells of pelecypods; only at the base of this band are the pelecypods· associated 
with gastropods and the shells are rather strongly silicified. 

Sampling was also done in mine Zofie, cross-cut 720. The roof of the seam as high 
up as 140 cm. is without any fauna. Only a single band has developed higher up (145-180 
cm. above the seam). Its fauna resembles in its composition and fossilization that from 
the upper portion of the above-described lower band. The .band bears only fragments of 
valves of larger pelecypods and rarely gastropods. Everything is completely silicified ex-
cept for some fragments of thick-walled valves. · 

No succession of fossils that might point to a gradual deepening and saltening of the 
water space is perceptible in the upper Roemer band, or in many others. At the very base 
of fossiliferous claystones purely marine organisms, such as crinoids and echinoids, appear 
together with the other fauna. Regional differences in the development of the bands are 
striking. 

Gaebler' s band 

The thickness of the fauna! band strongly varies and the height at which the band 
is deposited above the nameless twin-seam varies regionally as well. In mine Zofie in cross
cuts 710 and 720 the top of the twin-seam passes through coal shale directly into the 
marine-fauna band, and an extremely rich small fauna of foraminfers, crinoids, gastropods 
and . of other purely marine forms appears already in . the places of this transition (both in 
the claystones and in the coal laminae). 

Gaebler's band is, as to the fauna, the richest ·of all the bands of the Poruba zone 
in the area examined. In mine Zofie (cross- cuts 503, 710, 720) it bears representatives of 
foraminifers, ostracods, of trilobites, pelecypods, gastropods, cephalopods, echinoids, crino
ids, etc. No indications of a succession corresponding to a deepening or shallowing have 
been found. Purely marine organisms appear already as low down as the places of the 
transition of the twin-seam into the overlying band and many crinoid columnals are, e. g., 
coated with coal matter. The holotype of the species Liroceras gavendi P f i by 1 et R u
z i c k a stuck with one side in coal matter. Lingulae appear not only with foraminifers 
but also with cephalopods, crinoids, ostracods, etc. · Foraminifers and other organisms 
appear not only with dasycladaceas but also with cephalopods and other mos·t varied forms. 
The uppermost part of the fossiliferous sediment bears as ex·acting niarine organisms as the 
other parts (so e. g. crinoids, ostracods and undeterminable fragments of fossils appear 
in the uppermost faunal layer in mine Zofie, cross-cut 720, at a height of 479 cm. above 
the twin-seam). The wealth of the fauna somewhat varies both vertically and regionally. 
In some places at the base there are richer accumulations of fossils . 

The sorting of fossils is indicated by a sudden increase in their number above the 
base of the band and by a gradual vertical decrease in their number, in which no fund
amental changes in the composition of the fauna occur. 

The fossilization is very interesting. Bivalve shells are complete. All the shells are 
well preserved and have maintained their lime contents. The dark ochrous colour of the 
shells is conspicuous. It is darker than that o~ most fossils from other bands rich in fauna. 
Some fossils (e. g. some crinoids and gastropods) show a slighter bleaching or, on_ the 
contrary, limonitization. The infillings of the cavities of bivalve shells are calcareous. But 
pyritic infillings also occur rather frequently. A small number of pyritic infillings of tubes 
(of worms?) appear sporadically. 

One of the outstanding features of Gaebler's band is the lime content. The matrix is 
calcareous, which is a rare phenomenon in the Ostrava beds. 
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TAXIONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE MICROFAUNA 

The foraminifera nave been described (M. Vas ice k and B. R u z i c
k a, 1957). Some species of foraminifera are very rare. They have been 
found only in lumachellas of microfossils, which appear extremely rarely. 
Therefore, we· may expect that new foraminifeni will be discovered in the 
nearest futur~. 

Representatives of thecamoebina have been encountered in some bands 
with a fresh-water and a mixed (fresh-water and marine) fauna. Their 
description is being printed (M. Vas ice k and B. R u z i c k a, 1957). Prac
tical importance of the presence of thecamoebina in fresh-water fauna 
bands lies in the fact that such bands may be identified by micropaleonto
logical methods. 

The microfauna is represented in the richest way by ostracods. The 
ostracods are, for this reason, the most suitable biostratigraphical material. 

Their description has been prepared by A. P rib y 1. The preliminary 
report by this expert (A. P rib y 1, 1956) proves the key importance of the 
ostracods in ' the microbiostratigraphy of the Ostrava-Karvina coal district. 
The synthetic work is being prepared for print. 

It was not possible to fully prove the presence of the radiolaria. Smooth 
and warted pellets of fine-grained pyrite appear sporadically chiefly in the 
lower Ostrava beds. They could represent infillings of globular radiolaria. 
But not a single remnant of the test to prove conclusively the presence of 
radiolaria in the Ostrava beds has been found. Experiences with the micro
fauna from later sediments show that of all microorganisms it is diatoms 
and radiolarias that are most inclined to pyritizaion. 

In the Ostrava-Karvina coal district globular pyritic casts have as yet 
been found only in the marine-fauna bands or in their equivalents without 

·any fauna. Therefore, they may be made use of for the identification of 
marine-fauna bands also in the areas where the beds are without other 
fauna. 

Conodonts have been met with innumerous Carboniferous coal-bearing 
sediments. But they have not been encountered so far in the Ostrava-Kar..:
vina coal district. That is probably because there are no limestones in the 
sediments, with which the presence of conodonts is most often asso
ciated. 

The columnals of crinoids are usually classed arnong the microfauna. 
They are abundant in some fauna! bands of the Ostrava-Karvina Carboni
ferous. They have not been the subject of a systematic investigation for 
the present. 

Fish teeth and other fish remains were found extremely rarely. For 
this reason, they are not '{seful for practical microbiostra,Ugraphy and: did 
not receive special attention. . . 

Of course, small pelecypods, gastropods, cephalopods, trilobites, etc., 
often occur among the microfauna. They mostly represent immature in
dividuals, unsuitable or less suitable for taxionomic evaluation . 

. This review- has shown that no constituent of the microfauna reaches 
in the Ostrava-Karvina coa1 distri~t the stratigraphical importance of ostra-
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cods. The thecamoebina and foraminifera are only of subordinate signi~ 
ficance. The same applies to the other microfauna. 

As some features point to the allochthoneity of numerous fossils, faunal 
lists are not always a reliable and adequate basis for the identification of 
individual fossiliferous bands. 

THE FREQUENCY OF FAUNAL BANDS 

The frequency of marine-fauna bands differs cornpletely in the Ostrava 
beds from that of the fresh-water-fauna bands. This fact is of some im
portance for the elucidation of the origin of cyclothems of the Ostrava type. 

MaTine-fauna bands and fresh-water-fauna bands appear only very 
rarely in one and the same upper division of a cyclothem. The upper di
visions of cyclothems most often have either intercalations with marine 
fauna or those with fresh-water fauna. 

Regionally developed marine-fauna bands usually appear at the upper
most levels of the individual zones. At the other levels they appear only 
rarely (the Frantiska bands) and are substituted by locally developed 
marine-fauna bands and fresh-water fauna bands, which do not alternate 
regularly. The bands lying in the middle parts of the zones are mostly un
suitable for correlation, because these middle parts often bear a greater 
number of only locally developed layers with torsos of fresh-water, of 
marine and often also of mixed fauna. This applies especially to the Hrusov, 
.Jakovlec and Poruba zones. 

There exist certain relations between the character of the faunal bands 
and that of the cyclothems. Well developed marine-fauna bands of regional 
,extents commonly appear in the so-called seamless sediments, that is in · 
the successions of cyclothems with poorly developed seams and very thick 
upper divisions. The fresh-water fauna bands commonly appear in the sue
cessions of somewhat smaller cyclothems with the seams of respective 
development. As the successions of cyclothems similar to one another 
rather frequently appear, the vertical successions .of faunal bands similar 
in character are not rare. 

If fresh-water-fauna layers and marine-fauna layers appear together 
in one and the same upper division of a cyclothem, the former usually under
lie the latter or alternate with them. 

MODES OF FOSSILIZATION AND THEIR USE IN CORRELATION 

Calcareous organic remains are more or less leached in some bands 
while in others they are preserved. Some bands bear organic remains that 
are more or less silicified and decalcified. Bivalve shell-s of ismall and im
mature individuals are complete in the absolute majority of the faunal 
bands. The timer cavity is most often filled up with a materi£tl different 
J'rom that in , which the shells are deposited (with pyrite or quartz, very 
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rare ly with calcite). Some faunal bands bear only casts, others only im
prints of shells, whereas the others bear tests preserved. Remains differ
ent i'n fossiliz,ation were found together alm,ost in all the faunal bands: highly 
pi'gmented beside slightly pigmented; bleached out t hrough weathering 
beside normal ones; pyritized beside limonitized ones; and the like. The 
occurrence of undeformed plant tissues bot h catbonized and pyritized is 
also interesting. 

Obviously, the differences n1entioned can be made use of in stratigraphy. 
A certain succession of dominant fossilization appears in every natur 

ally limited zone. The silicification is usually slighter in the faunal bands 
lying in the basal beds than in those lying in the middle, while it is slightest 
in the uppermost ones. The upper development is missing in the Petfkovice 
zone in the places where the flora changes suddenly. 

Shell material was completely removed only in the middle part of the 
P~tfkovice zone. Perfect imprints and casts are all that has remained of 
foss ils in the Leonard band . Casts have remained in the Otakar ( = Nanetta) 
and Theodor bands and still bear remnants of shells in some layers and in 
some places. In the marine-fauna bands deposited in the other Ostrava 
beds, the shells are usually preserved; they have been removed only in some 
layers of these bands. Casts or metasomatoses have, however, been found 
in every case. 

LIME CONTENT OF FOSSILIFEHOUS SEDIMENTS 

In the Ostrava par t of the Upper-Silesian feredeep it is only some layers of black-gray 
claystones in the Barbora bands and the claystones of Gaebler's band that are calcareous . 
All the other fossiliferous bands in the Ostrava beds are formed by uncakareous sediments 
and only some fossils still r etain their lime contents in some layers . In the identification 
of individual bands, one must ascertain separately both the lime content of the matrix and 
cf the fossils enclosed. 

DISTRIBUTION OF COARSER SEDIMENTARY PARTICLES 

The distribution of coarser particles was traced in both t he fossiliferous and barren 
claystones and sandy claystones in the upper parts of cyclothems of the Ostrava-Karvina 
coal district.· Many layers bear quartz grains as an alien admixture. Wind- worn, well 
rounded grains with frosted surfaces, without traces of polishipg in a water environment 
are relatively rare. Quartz grains with limonitic coatings or stained with limonite occur 
as sporadically as the quartz grains that are chemically corroded in the weathering. Quartz 
grains polished to various degrees in a water ·environment appear more frequently, while 
the perfectly polished ones are rare. Wind-worn and water-worn grains rather frequently 
occur together with limonitized and corroded ones. 

No rule and conspicuous deviations have been observed in the frequency of coarser 
quartz grains in the claystones. Therefore, the distribution of coarser particles seems to1 

be of no use in stratigraphy. 
The described phenomenon, however, is interesting from the paleographical point of 

view. If the origin of wind-worn material is contemporaneous with the origin of coal
bearing sediments, wind-deposited sands must h~ve existed at the time of the formation 
of coal seams. If the same applies to the origin of chemically corroded grains, the areas 
with a very intensive subaerial weathering must ·have existed at the time of the origin of 
coal-bearing deposits. Unfortunately, the time of the origin of wind-worn and chemically 
corroded grains cannot be proved. Especially wind-worn material may be disproportion
ately earlier than the sediments into which it has been broupht in. 
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EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS ELUCIDATING THE CONDITIONS 
OF THE ORIGIN OF FAUNAL AND FLORAL BANDS 

Complete shells of pelecypods, brachiopods and ostracods appear al
most without any exception in the wash-residues of samples coming from 
all the faunal bands examined. A greater number of separated valves have 
been found only in samples coming from some layers overlying the Barbora 
seam in mine Fucik I. Of course, it is only small specimens that remain 
preserved in wash-residues so that, more exactly speaking, bivalve shells 
of small and immature individuals have remained complete. As said before, 
the shells are, with the exception of very rare instances, firmly closed and 
the cavities are filled up with a material different from that in which the 
shells are deposited (with quartz or pyrite, very rarely with calcite). In 
order to elucidate the causes of this phenomenon, a number of experiments 
and observatjons have been made. 

Laboratory experiments with fresh-water ostracods have brought much 
information. After having been skinned, the carapaces of immature indivi
duals remain connected with the exuvium in the places of muscle scars, 
disconnect, however, in the hinge margin and remain wide open. Living 
individuals respond to mechanical, chemical and electric stimulations by 
firmly closing the carapaces. After the natural death of individuals or after 
their killing through electricity, the carapaces opened immediately or after 
a few hours. In the case of sedimentation, the inner spaces of such indivi
duals would be filled up with sediment. If dead individuals ·are kept with 
living ones, they are attacked by them and in a few days the valves are 
completely separated from each other. The carapaees remain closed even 
after the death of the individual only in rare instances. As far as it could 
be observed, it occured when the individual got stuck among algae or in 
mould. Such instances, however, only amounted to about ten percent of the 
total number of dead individuals. When the individual was taken out of the· 
water, it dried up with firmly closed carapaces. When it was afterward put 
on the water, it floated till the carap'aces opened so broadly as to enable the 
enclosed air bubble to escape. When the water was strongly or slightly 
saltened, the individuals perished sooner or later, the carapaces opened, 
the abdomen protruded, became strongly swollen and finally burst. Hence 
it follows that individuals carried by fresh water into salt water cannot be 
preserved complete with closed carapaces in the case of particle-by-particle 
sedimentation. Experiments were also made with individuals suddenly 
buried under mud. All of them were able to find their way to the surface. 

The results of the experiments suggest clearly what particular con
ditions are needed to enable the forms with a simple (probably also with a 
specialised) hingement to fossilize in bulk with closed c,arapaces without 
being filled up with sediment as it is the case in the faunal bands of the 
Ostrava-Karvina Carboniferous. The individuals must be killed suddenly 
or at least paralysed in the state of excitation (with closed carapaces) and 
contemporaneously buried under such a thick cover of sediment the weight 
of which would make it impossible for the carapaces of dead or paralysed 
individuals to open. Such conditions may probably be brought about by 
revolutionary sedimentary processes, especially by turbidity currents. It is 
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a swift change in the hydrostatic pressure as a result of the transport into 
depths that may cause the paralysis or killing in the state of excitation 
without the destruction of firmly closed carapaces, since in the case of 
changes in the pressure the changes in the volume of water are slight. A 
swift deposition of specimens together with detritus follows a slackening 
of the velocity of the current. The detritus deposited does not allow the 
carapaces to open. The organism having been decayed, the inner cavities 
are, some time after, filled up with material deposited from solutions (with 
calcite, quartz, and the like), or with pyrite. 

The present writer (1956) had a chance to examine the deposition of 
shells of organisms in the beach and shallow-water sediments at the south
ern coast of the island of Hainan. It was especially pelecypods of the most 
varied species and sizes that were open to study. 

t:.. Individual valves of pelecypod shells lie separately on the beach and in 
backshore and foreshore sediments. It was only specimens of the Cardium 
that were found (of course, only exception~lly) with the closed crenate 
margins of their valves. ' The closed, inner siface was always filled up with 
sand, h~nce with the same material in which the closed shells were de
posited. 

Alnwst all valves of pelecypod shells lie at the shallow bottom separat
ely. Open shells of very recently perished pelecypods appear only rarely. 
Closed shells of pelecypods that perished long ago appear extremely rarely. 
If we open them, we can see that they are at least partially filled with the 
same ( !) material in which they lie. We can easily understand this pheno
menon. If a dead pelecypod remains lying on the flank and if crabs and 
other animals do not destroy the shells, the ligament decays some time after 
and the shells close again more or less owing to the weight of the "upper" 
valve. If the margins of valves are crenate, as e. g. in the case of the Car
dium, slighter movements of water cannot open the shells of such indivi
duals. I:fowever, such closed shells always contained a sediment from the 
time when the shells were open. Of course, it i1S always the same sediment 
in which the shells lie. 

It was possible to observe the same phenomenon, of sourse already fos
silized, in the beach rocks, which are nothing but consolidated littoral sedi
ments. The valves were predominantly separated. \.Vhen the shells of pele
cypods remained semi-closed or closed, they were always filled at least 
partially with the same sediment as was to be found in the surroundings: 
with sand. Closed empity shells were not encountered. As far as it could 
be observed, valves with smooth, even, non-crenate margins were always 
deposited separately. Closed shells were found only in six instances and that 
is an extremely slight percentage in comparison with thousands of other 
cases. They belonged to the Cardium. 

As to pelecypods and ostracods burrowing in sediments and remaining 
there after death, very few observations have been acquired th1at do not 
allow conclusions of more general validity. . 

The afore-mentioned experiments and observations show what an 
enormous difference exists between the mode of preservation of bivalve 
shells in backshore, foreshore and shoreface sediments and in the sediments 
of the Ostrava-Karvina Carboniferous. Every fauna! band directly 6verlying 
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a seam should begin with an ingressive layer in which org·anic remains 
should be deposited and fossilized in the same way as it is in very shallow 
waters. Every faunal band should terminate in a regressive layer in which 
organic remains should be fossilized in a similar way. No layers have been 
found that could be considered ingressive or regressive, with the exception 
of isolated and locally developed layers in the Barbora faunal bands in mine 
Fucik I (which represent neither bases nor roofs of the bands). 

The allochthoneity of fossils in the Ostrava beds is also attested to by 
other phenomena. The occurrence of remains of purely marine organi1sms 
in· coal matter is one of the most conspicuous. So e. g. in the 720th cross-cut 
in mine Zofie a narneless twin...,seam passes through coal shale into the rich 
Gaebler faunal band. NUinerous columnals of the crinoids, of organisms 
that cannot stand brackish and fresh water, are enclosed in coal laminae 
of the shale and coated With · coal matter. The shell of the cephalopod 
Liroceras gavendi P fib y 1 et R u z i c k a sticking with one side in the 
coal seam was found by G a v e n d a at the same level. 

The varied mode of fossilization of organic remains deposited together 
is another important document of the allochthoneity of many fossiis. This 
phenomenon is to be observed in many faunal bands, in some of them espe
cially conspicuously. Especially the distribution of bleached-out fossils 
subject to a certain rule is worth mentioning. Fossils that are attacked 
through weathering and bleached out appear Jin a more striking number in 
the Enna and Barbara faunal bands and to a smaller extent also in the faunal 
bands overlying the Zamek conglomerates. This distribution is especially 
conspicuous for the fact that the faunal band·s mentioned lie at levels show
ing certain connections to paleogeographical changes. The sympton1 of 
these changes is to be seen in the large group of faunal bands with fresh
water fauna between the Enna and Barbora bands as well as in the Zarnek 
conglomerates with a layer of subaerial soil in the basement. These con
glomerates lie above the Barbora bands. 

The sorting of some species of fossils · into certain layers is a further 
document of allochthoneity. So e. g. one of the layers in the Theodor band 
bears only crinoid remains. It is not feasible that such exacting marine 
~organisms as the crinoids should live in an environment in whiCh other 
fauna would not prosper. · 

Further important facts have been afforded by the investigation of 
horizontal and vertical extents of faunal bands. 

Larger faunal bands generally consist of isolated layers different in the 
regional extent that are separated from one another by barren layers . 
Therefore, the farther apart the cross-sections through one and the same 
band are, the more they differ. It is possible to correlate only some layers 
to a greater distance. The fauna of some layers differs strikingly from that 
of the adjacent layers and its composition sometimes points very clearly 
t o a sorting. Regional changes of the fauna also correspond with thJat. The 
Barbora faunal bands are most remarkable in this respect; remains of the 
crinoids, gastropods, ostracods, etc. have often been assorted there into 
isolated layers. The faunal content changes laterally as well. Traces of 
such a sorting are ,to be observed even in many other bands. 
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The faunal bands of smaller extent usually consist of a single or some 
fossiliferous layers. As their character (faunal .content and distribution) is 
analogous to that of the layers from larger bands, their importance for cor
relation is most frequently only loc:al. 

This information is especially valuable because recently numerous at
tempts have been made to correlate by the co:mparison of vertical changes 
in the composition of fauna, more exactly speaking, by the comparison of 
deviations from ideal vertical changes in the fauna. Ideal faunal successions 
have been constructed artificially under the influence of the belief that it 
was changes in the depth due to oscillations of bottom or water_ level of a 
sedintentation space that were responsible for the succes~ions of individual 
kinds of sediments constituting cyclothems and hence for the fauna! sue
cessions. A succession of kinds of sediments should correspond to a suc
cession of presupposed evolutionary stages of the sedirnentation space: to 
a regular alternation of the emergence (filling up) with deepening. All exist
ing constructions of ideal cyclothems, however, have two weak points: Not 
a single cyclothem has been found so far to correspond exactly to the ideal 
established. The other weak point is the fact that the ideal cyclothem con
structed on the basis of the confrontation of the reality with the idea (sand
stone-shale:._stigm~arian soil-seam-fresh-water shale-marine shale) is 
neither realistic nor quite an ideal cyclothem. Marine shales should pass. 
upwards, in an ideal cyclothem, into fresh-water shales and these into the 
sandstone that the succession of rocks should correspond to the idea of 
regular alternation of the emergence (filling up) with the deepening. The 
above-mentioned .succession of rocks is not realistic . because many cyclo
thems are withmit fossiliferous bands and the others most often bear eithe:J; 
a fresh-water-fauna band or a marine-fauna band. 

Ideal schemas of fa.unal successions have also been constructed in a 
similar way and on the basis of similar ideas of the origin and development 
of coal-bearing sediments. One of these schemas tries to replace the last 
two kinds of sediments lacking in the ideal cyclotpem (upper fresh-water 

1 
shale and sandstone) by condensing the whole transition to a presupposed 
continental phase into faunal bands. That is, of course, in discrepancy with 
another explanation of the strange termination of ideal cyclothems (re
moval of fresh-water shales and sand stones before the formation of a later 
cyclothem). 

The investigation carried out in the Ostrava-Karvina coal district shows 
.:a that no successions of faunas to correspond with the presupposed' shallow

ing (freshening) and deepening (saltening) have been found. However, 
layers have been found that contain sorted crinoids, crinoids with gastro
pods, ostracods, ostracodr,s with pelecypods, pelecypods, etc. In the layers 
with sorted fauna, the fossils are grouped according. to shape, not accord
ing to relationship or ecologic qualities. On the other hand, layers, or their 
parts, bearing an unsorted fauna most varied in composition are frequently 
found. Mixtures of fossils diverse in fossilization are frequent. It often 
ha:ppens that purely marine organisms (crinoids, etc.) frequently appear in 
the bases of fossiliferous bands. Marine organisms sometimes appear close 
above the seams (roof of seam Enna), at other times even in the coal matter 
on the top of the seam (G:aebler's band). Mixtures of marine and fresh-
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water faunas together with vegetal remains or those of a marine fauna and 
vegetal remains are occasionally encountered. A certain succession of fresh
water and marine fossils may be observed only in some bands (only in some 
of their vertical profiles), e. g. in bands Frantiska and Barbora. A detailed 
examination has shown that these successions are in reality a series of 
isolated layers with fresh-water, marine or with mixed fauna. So e. g. the 
Barbora fa.unal band in mine Vaclav bears at its base several layers con
taining a fresh-water fauna, a series of lyers with a marine fauna appear 
higher up and the band terminates in the layers bearing remains of purely 
marine organisms. There is no further transition into layers with a fresh
water fauna. Hence, the re1ality is different from the ideas based on the 
belief in the autochthoneity of coal seams and in the origin of cyclothems 
in connection with the alternate emergence (filling up) and deepening of 
the space of sedimentation. The causes of the changes in the f.aunal content 
are not ecological; they are physical. Because of this fact it is necessary, 
in the correlation, to take into account a purely local extent of some fossili
ferous layers as well as lateral changes in the faunas due to sorting. 

The sorting of fossils has also brought about other interesting pheno
mena that must be considered in the correlation as well. Some samples 
taken from layers bearing large fossils are without any small fossils what
ever; some samples coming from layers that are barren macroscopically 
contain abundant small fossils. This implies that the so-called barren layers 
which have been ascertained in the micropaleontological examination do not 
always correspond to barren layers identified by the distribution of macro
fossils. Therefore, it is only the layers in which no fauna has been found 
either by micropaleontological or macropaleontological methods that may 
be considered actually barren. 

The afore-mentioned information and experiences supplement the in
formation on the distribution of floristic and faunal (both marine-fauna and 
fresh-water-fauna) bands in cyclothems, ~hich is subject to certa-in rules 
(fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Schematic demonstration of the gradation of material (A and B) and of the mode 
of bedding (C) in simply and completely developed cyclothems of the Ostrava type. 

Profile A showing gradation of inorganic material: a-gravel; b-sand; c-clayey sand; 
d-sandy clay; e-fine-sandy clay; f-coal; g-roof clay; h-clay of evolutionary phase 
with intercalations formed by lateral facies of cyclothems and by redeposited clays. 

a-g-lower division of a cyclothem, h-upper division of a cyclothem. 
Profile B shpwing gradation of phytogenous material: 1-trunks, stumps and roots filled , 
up with sand., and barks; 2- rare plant remains (most frequently calamites and root rem
nants) deposited according to weight and sort of infilling either in the rock proper or on 
~amination planes; 3-concentrated remnants of roots (separate, non-filled-up appendices 
are concentrated on indistinct lamination planes); 4-concentrated coal-producing plant 
remains; 5-concentrated ~oal-producing remains with numerous spores; 6-spores and 
leaves; 7-barren claystone containing intercalations with fauna, etc. 1-6-lower division 

of a cyclothem, 7-upper division of a cyclothem. 
Profile C showing mode of bedding: !-compact, non-bedded sediment; 11-parallel lamin
ation, sometimes with convolute deformations and other synsedimentary phenomena; 
Ill-waved lamination; IV-current lamination, sometimes cross-bedding; V-indistinct 
parallel lamination; VI-compact claystones with various types of intercalations. I-V 

-lower division of a cyclothem, VI-upper division of a cyclothem. 
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Every con~plete cyclothem of the Ostrava type consists of two divisions. 

In the lower division there is a simple or intricate gradation from gra
vels and sands (deposited above the erosive base) over sandy shale, sandy 
claystone and the coal seam: up to the more or less developed claystone roof 
of the seam. This gradation is · also accompanied by a gradation of vegetal 
ma~erial. The sandstones bear only trunks and roots filled up with sand as 
well as some barks. The sandy shale contains roots and oalamites (those 
that are not filled up with sand lie only on lamination planes, while those 
filled up with sand lie in the rock proper). The sandy claystone (underclay) 
below the coal seam usually bears only stigmarias. The other vegetal re
mains without mineral infillings appear in the seam, while fine, well pre
served leaves appear in the claystone roof of the seam. 

In the case of intricate g}radation, the same law-adhering succession 
of sedimentary microtypes as that which occurs in many sandstone inter
calations in the Flysh sediments appears in the low~r divisions of cyclo
thems. In such a case, the homogeneous sandstone passes sooner or later 
into sandy shales with a siraple parallel lamination. Waved and current 
laminations sometimes occur higher up. These sorts of lamination pass in 
the underclay and in the seam into an indistinct simple parallel lamination. 
This lamination is visible, in the underclay, fron1 the arrangement of root 
remnants (separated appendices are often deposited in bulk on lamination 
planes) or after the weathering of the underclay. It occurs only -in some 
instances that the underclay has no special texture. In coal seams indistinct 
lamination becomes visible owing to the alternation of heterogeneous ma
terial. The roof of the seam is usually textureless. Lan1ination is some
times accompanied by syngenetical deformations (by convolute deform
ations; etc .). The afore-mentioned succession of sedimentary microtypes 
sometin1es shifts upwards or downwards. So e. g. current bedding does not 
occur before the sedimenta,tion of the seam (very rare case). In another 
case it occurs already in the basal sandstone (frequent case). 

Erosion of the basement of cyclothems, gradation of inorganic and 
organic material, the described succession of sedimentary microtypes as 
well as syngenetic deformations in the lower divisions of cyclothems are 
phenomena that are typical of deposits from turbidity currents. 

,The characteristic of the lower divisions of cyclothems would not be 
complete if we failed to pay attention to phenomena that may be intro
duced as doc~ents for another mode of the origjn of the lower divisions 
of cyclothems. The presence of erect stumps, of plant remains penetrated 
by appendices of stigmarias, as well as an. accumulation' of stigmHrias in 
underclays are usualiy introduced as documents of the autochthoneity of 
seams and thus indirectly also as documents of the particle-by-particle 
sedimentation. 

Let us first consider erect stumps and trunks. They are always filled 
up with sand; only circumferential parts are usually carbonized. They ap
pear in basal . sediments of the lower divisions of cyclothems (in gravels, 
sands), but they usually do not appear in seams and finer sediments. No 
roots and trunks penetrate transversally the seams even when the matter 
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of seams bears a considerable amount of carbonized wood tissues. Let us 
compare these observations with actupaleontological observations. During 
his stay at Varna (Bulgaria) the writer observed how a stump had been 
thrown by surf onto the beach and deposited with the roots downward as 
if it had grown in the place where it was found. During a subsequent storm 
it floated away and was thrown again onto the beach at another place. It 

, came to rest again in the erect position, with roots downwards. In the delta 
of the Fraser River John s ton (1921) found whole groups of such de
posited stumps which had been brought in by the river. In the Straits of 
Malacca the writer observed remnants of trunks fl<•ating in erect position. 
If a stump has been soaked with water, it sinks to the bottom turned down
wards with the parts of greater specific gravity (with roots). Water-soaked 
stumps that have been transported by turbidity and other currents _ must 
sink in the same way. The problem of the autochthoneity of erect stumps 
and trunks cannot, for those reasons, be consider·ed . as solved by a single 
fact observed-by ascertaining the erect position-because even redeposit
ed trunks may come to rest in bulk in such a position. 

Let us now consider parts of roots accumulated in underclays. The 
observations on .their deposition are described in the subsequent part of 
this paper. Here, however, it is necessary to recall that of other plant re
Inains it is most often only calamites, vegetal remains of greater specific 
gravity due to silic? in cellular membranes, which accompany stigmarias 
more frequently. Itlwas already Fay o 1 (1887) who proved by experiments 
that parts of roots are usually of greater specific gravity and so must come 
to rest earlier than many other plant remains. As to associations of vegetal 

_remains of greater specific gravity in the lower divisions of cyclothems, it 
is necessary to comment further: stigraarias sporadically appear i(JJf all levels 
of the lower divisions of cyclothems. Sandy facies, however, bear only root 
axes and appendices filled up with sand; root axes with appendices in the 
more argillaceous facies are filled up only with clay or are without infillings. 
Separated appendices without infillings lie almost exclusively on lamination 
planes. The sandy infillings of root portions sometimes clearly differ from 
the surrounding sandstone; the argillaceous ones, from the surrounding 
claystone. All these facts draw our attention to the dependence of the oc
currence, modes of preservation and deposition of root portions on the 
specific gravity of the matter of roots and their infillings. 

Vegetal remains penetrated by appendices occasionally appear. As far 
as it is known to the writer, root axes from whiCh appendices would jut out 
have not been found. There are no reliable documents to prove that vegetal 
remains were penetrated at the places where they were definitively laid 
down. It has been mentioned that coal seams have usually not been pene
trated by roots even when they contain many wood remnants. 

In accord with the vertical sorting of plant remains in the lower divi
sions of cyclothems, fine and the lightest remains (leaves) are only accumul
ated in a more considerable number as high up as the claystone roofs of the 
seams. This circumstance has, of course, been known for a long time. It 
has, however, caused that phytopaleontologists did not pay attention to the 
zonal distribution of other plant remains, which are practically worthless 
to them, in lo~er portions of the lower divisions of cyclothems. 
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As to the l·ower divisions of cyclothems one may conclude that they do 
not bear faunal bands. They, however, contain floristic zones. Plant re
mains accumulate according to the specific gravity of their own substance 
and of their infillings in certain zones in accord with the positive gradation 
of deposited material. Of course, the lower divisions of cyclothems cannot 
completely develop in the whole sedimentation area because the vertical 
sorting is accompanied by the regional. 

On the other hand, the upper divisions of completely developed cyclo
thems do not show gradation of material and are usually formed by barren 
claystones. One may infer from these circumstances that they are a pro
duct of particle-by-particle sedimentation in an environment with unsuit
able life conditions. They are variously thick and were deposited over va
riously long periods of repose. 

Intercalations of material that is fresh.:...water, marine or mixed in ori
gin usually appear in many upper divisions of cyclothen1s. Some of these 
intercalations are lateral and. poorly developed facies of the lower divisions 
of cyclothems formed in adjacent areas. They are formed of analogous 
materials, have analogous textures as well as plant remains. Others, how
ever, are formed of claystones and sandy claystones, or rarely of sand
stones; for the most part the yare textureless; sometimes they are la
minated. They rather frequently bear faunal remains. The thicker the upper 
division of a cyclothem, the more likely it is to contain intercalations with 
a fauna. In other words, the number on intercalations with a fauna is 
roughly proportional to the length of time required by the deposition of the 
upper division of the cyclothem. Of course, it has been known for a long 
time that the thickest and manyfold faunal. bands appear in the so-called 
seamless beeds. 

One may sun1marize: bands with fresh-water, with marine or with 
mi·xed fauna are restricted to the upper divisions of cyclothems, to clay
stone, very rarely to sandstone, intercalations that arose and repeatedly 
interrupted the sedimentation of barren claystones. The thicker the upper 
division, the more likely it is to bear intercalations with a fauna. On the 
other hand, deposits rich in flora are restricted to the lower divisions of 
cyclothems, the lateral parts of which may, of course, jut out as inter
calations into the upper divisions of cyclothems contemporaneously formed 
in adjacent areas. We must add that plant remains appear here and there 
even in the intercalations with a fauna; their fossilization, however, differs 
in many instances from that of plant remains in the lower divisions of cyclo
thems. They are often without traces of deformations. Some of them are 
completely carbonized, other~ are partially carbonized and partially pyritiz
ed. Many of them are completely pyritized. Silicified plant remains also 
occur. 

The described rules governing the distribution of floristic and faunal 
zones and bands, as well as their knowledge, are of great help in pro
spection. 

The bands with fresh-water fossils and those with marine fossils very 
rarely appear together in one and the same upper division of a cyclothem. 
Almost invariably, one and the same upper division .of a cyclothem bears 
only layers with marine fauna or layers with fresh-water fauna. 
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As to the faun£:tl bands, one may conclude: All the observations and 
experiments carried out up to the present show that such a general pre
servation of complete bivalve shells as that which has been iound in all the 
faunal bands examined cannot occur in sediment s deposited particle- by
particle, especially in backshore, foreshore and shorefac'e sediments. In 
gressive and regressive zories should occur in the bases and roofs of fossili
ferous bands. They should bear separated valves of bivalve shells just as 
it is in shallow waters. Such ingressive and regressive zones have not been 
found in the Ostrava part of the Upper-Silesian foredeep. In addition to 
the joint occurrence of variously fossilized remains it is also these facts 
that show that the faunas are not in the places where they lived. They must 
ha,ve been redeposited. They could have been transplaced solely from shal
lower waters ·into deeped waters. The fossiliferous intercalations in barren 
pelites of the upper divisi'ons of cyclothems show that the faunas were re
deposited into an environment unsuitable for the growth of orgo:nisms. It 
is, of course, necessary to infer practical conclusions from this information. 
We must take into account that the redeposition of sf}diments with a fauna 
was of regional extent only at some times; at other times it was quite loca'l. 
This elucidates the facts, which have been known for a long tin~e, that it is 
only some of the faunal bands that are of wide extents; others have been 
found only at one or some few closely-spaced -localities surrounded from 
all sides by barren sedimf!r,tts. Many faunal bands are not simple. They are 
usually formed by separate fossiliferous layers of various and different re
gional extents. Therefore, the rLUmber of layers varies at various localities 
and only some of them can be correlated. The faunal content of individual 
layers frequently varies and changes regionally even in one and the same 
layer. Practically thi1S means that in an area that has not been examined 
quite new layers with a different fauna may be discovered, while other lay
ers known from other localities need not be encountered. 

THE STUDY OF THE CHARACTER OF STIGMARIAN ROCKS 

The general occurrence of stigmarias in the underclays in the lower divisions of cyclo
thems is a rule which has exceptions. So e. g. in mine Vaclav in the 4th gallery the stig
marian rock is separated from seam Cabriela by a 12-15 cm. thick compact sandstone 
without traces of roots. But other interesting phenomena also occur. So e. g. below the 
Gustav seam at the same locality, the boundary between the underclay with abundant 
stigmarias and the underlying sandstones with vegetal detritus is sharp. In the Justin 
seam at the same locality, there is a claystone parting without traces of stigmarias, but 
with fragments of leaves on lamination planes. 

Sandy claystone with numerous root remnants lies below the Nanetta seam in the 
Koblov Pass. This claystone is intercalated by two 2-3 cm. thick layers of sandstone with
out root remnants (!). The sandstones are finely laminated and the laminae are deformed 
through subsolifluction. Sandstone showing current lamination has been found · on the slag 
heap of mine Vaclav. Casts of flow-markings are penetrated by appendices that are filled 
up with sand. The sandstone does not contain any root remnants whatever. Only the ends 
of separated appendices penetrate from the basement into the sandstone. On the same 
heap the writer found a layer of sandy claystone which lay on a layer of sandstone. The 
claystone was stuffed with root remnants, the sandstone, however, was quite barren. 

Some stigmarian rocks bear only separated appendices lying exclusively on lamination 
planes. Other stigmarian ro cks contain only appendices lying . both on lamination planes 
and transversally (in these cases the appendices lying on lamination planes are usually 
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-compressed, without infillings; the appendices penetrating transversally through the rock 
are usually filled up with sand or clay stone). There are also stigmarian rocks which _ bear 
separated appendices as well as main roots with appendices (appendices attached to main 
roots most frequently diverge in all directions even when they are without infillings and
wen when separated appendices without infillings lie only on distirtet or indistinct lamin
ation planes). Horizont"al deposition. ot main roots predominates in stigmarian rocks in 
some groups of cyclothems, while in others, main roots lie predominantly in various di-
rections. _-

In addition to root remnants ev~n other vegetal remains, usually stalks, sometimes 
appear in stigmarian rocks. They are usually fossilized in the same way as the root rem
nants. They are also as well preserved as the roots . They are most frequently calamites. 
vegetal remains of greater specific gravity due to silica in cellular membranes. Leaves have 
been found only in the finest stigmarian rocks which, of the roots, contained the appen
dices only. They are extremely rare. 

Stigmarias are sometimes filted up with the same rock in which they lie, at other 
times with a different rock, while in still other cases with various rocks. So e. g. in the 
black-gray underclay of a nameless thin seam between seams Lothar and Konrad in the 
4th gallery of mine Vaclav a root with appendices lying in horizontal position has been 
found. It was filled up with lighter argillaceous matter, grown yellowish in colour through 
weathering (chemical, thermic and X-ray analyses have attested this difference; see fig . 4) . 
Loose appendices in the proximity of this root are either without any infilling or are 
filled up with gray-white sandstone. A main root .filled up with the same material as that 
\'ilhich enclosed it was found in a sandy stigmarian rock, while another one. in the vicinity, 
was filled up with a different material, with pinkish sandstone. 

The foregoing part of this chapter dealt, among other things, with the vertical ar
rangement of plant remains in the lower divisions of cyclothems. Parts of roots have 
usually been accumulated most abundantly in the basements of coal seams. According to 
the specific gravity of their infillings and/or of their own matter they have been deposited 
in sandy or sandy-clay to clayey rocks showing distinct or indistinct lamination. As the 
content and deposition of root remnants are different in various stigmarian rocks, an at
tempt has been made to typify them. A tentative profile has been made across the sequence 
of strata underlying the upper Romer band in mine Zofie, cross-cut 710/I. div. Stigrnarian 
layers have been divided according to the content and deposition of root remnants as 
follows: 

Aal 
Abl 
Aa2 
Ab2 
Aa3 

Ab3 
Bal 

Bbl 
Ba2 

Bb2 
Ba3 

Separated appendices deposited only on lamination planes. 
The same, but together with other vegetal remains . 
Separated appendices deposited only in various directions. 
The same, but together with other vegetal remains. 
Separated appendices deposited both on laminations planes and in various direc-
tions. 
The same, but together with other vegetal remains. 
Separated appendices and roots with appendices deposited only on lamination 
planes. 
The same, but together with other vegetal remains. 
Separated appendices and roots with appendices deposited only in various direc
tions. 
The same, but together with other vegetal remains. 
Separated appendices and roots with appendices deposited both on lamination 
planes and in various directions. 

Bb3 The same, but together with other vegetal remains. 
Cal Roots with appendices deposited only on lamination planes. 
Cbl - The same, but together with other vegetal remains. 
Ca2 - Roots with appendices deposited only in various directions. 
Cb2 The same, but together with other vegetal remains. _ 
Ca3 Roots with appendices deposited on lamination planes and in various directions. 
Cb3 The same, bu,t together with other vegetal remains. -

As , an illustration of the varied character of stigmarian rocks the writer presents the 
section across the sequence of strata underlying the upper Romer band in mine Zofie, 
cross-cut 710/ I. div. 
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0- 0.62 m. coal seam 
1.52 m. Ab1 
2.06 m. Ab1 in coal shale 
2.65 m. coal seam with two ' intercal-

ations of coal shale 
3.25 m. Ba2 
3.46 m. Aa2 
3.62 m. coal seam 
4.72 m. Ba2 
6.28 m. Ab1 
6.56 m. barren rock 
6.66 m. coal shale 
6.81 m . barren rock 
6.90 m. coal shale 
7.12 m. Ba2 

- 7.20 m. Aa3 
--11.68 m. barren rock 
-13.30 m. Ba2 
-15.10 m. barren rock 
-15.20 m. cannel coal 
-15.32 m. coal seam 
-16.44 m. Ba2 
-16.72 m. Aa2 
-17.26 m. Ba3 
-17.44 m. Ba2 
-17-.81 m. coal seam 
-18.60 m. Bb3 
- 18.90 m. coal shale 
- 19.14 m. Abl 
-20.- m. coal shale 

This cross-section shows clearly that the occurrence of stigmarian rocks is to a cer 
tain extent independent of coal seams and that the mode of deposition of roots and/or their 
parts differs in various stigmarian rocks as well as at different levels of one and the same 
stigmarian rock. 

Let us bear in mind that the underclays of the Tertiary seams do not usually bear 
.any root remnants. The roots, if they are concentrated, usually accumulate directly in the 
lower parts of the seams. On the other hand, the roots of some late-Paleozoic plants ap
pear at any levels whatever"'in the lower divisions of cyclothems, they, however, accumulate 
most abundantly in the underclays. The roots filled up with sand are sometimes frequent 
also in coarser sediments. 

The difference in the character of stigmarian rocks may be made use of in correlation. 
The existence of regional and vertical changes in the character of individual stigmarian 
rocks suggests that the classification of stigmarian rocks in itself will not afford better 
bases for the correlation of ' cyclothems that the coal-petrography. Good results, however, 
could be arrived at by the combination of both methods. 

ANALYSES OF THE UNDERCLA YS 

An attempt has been made to ascertain whether or not the differences in the depo
sition of roots in various underclays are accompanied by differences in the composition of 
these sediments. 

Some circumstances suggest that the stigmarian underclays cannot be considered 
subaerial soils in situ (weathering_ and the fossilization of roots eliminate each other), but 
law-adhering members of the graded lower divisions of the late-Paleozoic cyclothems. 
Because of that, the character of stigmarian rocks must be examined as carefully (botb"
:regionally and vertically) as the character of other sediments. 

A series of samples were taken from the sequence of strata between seams Max and 
Gustav in mine Vaclav. S,ome of them were taken from different levels of one and tbe 
.same underclay as well as from the partings. Each sample was subject to thermic and 
X-ray analyses. The former were made by D. Z b or i 1 ova, the latter by D. K ob z ova. 

The results of the analyses supplement those that have been acquired by the study of 
the deposition of roots in the underclays. 

The X -ray analyses have shown that pelitic underclays have an illitic, illitico-kaoliriic 
or illitico-sideritic character: Hence, they differ from each other. However, series of under
days of eq'l!al or very similar character frequently appear in a smaller or greater number 
of superimposed cyclothems. Of course, this phenomenon will render the correlation of 
individual underclays difficult. The difficulties in the correlation also increase because of 
t he existence of levels somewhat different in character in some underclays. 

The thermic curves, too, reveal differences in the character of various underclays as 
well as i'} the character of various levels of one and the same underclay. The courses of 
t he curves are strongly influenced by phytogeneous matter, The influence differs accord
ing to the amount of phytogeneous matter in the underclays. -In spite of that however 
(and to a certain degree for that very reason) the curves can elucidate the differences 
between the individual underclays and between their individual levels. Figs. 2- 4 demon
strate the results of the thermic analyses of the samples from a succession of pelitic stig-
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Fig. 2. Differential thermic analyses of pelitic underclays from the Poruba zone, mine 
Vaclav, 4th gallery, cross-cut to air-pit. Analysed by D. ZBORILOVA. 1-0 to 20 cm. 
below seam Gustav. 2-0 to 14 cm. below the lower thin seam underlying the Xth seam. 
3-underclay of the upper thin seam underlying the Xth seam. 4-underclay of the Xth 
seam (4A-lower part, 4B-the uppermost part). 5-underclay of the Gabriela seam. 
6-underclay of the Sec seam (6A-from 6 to 27 cm. below the seam, 6B-close below 

the seam. 
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Fig. 3. Differential thermic analyses of pelitic underclays and partings from the Poruba 
zone, mine Vaclav, 4th gallery, cross-cut to air-pit. Analysed by D. ZBORILOVA. 
7-45 cm. below seam Ivan. 8A-O to 5 cm. below seam Justin. 8B-parting in seam 
Justin. 9-underclay of seam Konrad (9A-136 cm. below the seam, 9B-close below 
the seam). lOA-80 cm. below seam Lothar. lOB-0 to 8 cm. below seam Lothar. 
lOC-lower parting in seam Lothar. 11-underclay of seam Max (llA-32 cm. below the 

seam, llB-close below the seam). 



marian rocks and from the partings in some coal seams in the Poruba zone (from seam 
Gustav up to seam Max). The thermic curves for the Gustav underclay (1), for the under
clay of the nameless seam below seam X (2), for the Sec underclay (6A) and for the Lothar 
underclay (lOB, C) greatly resemble one another. The thermic curves for the underclays 
of the other seams differ in character from the afore-mentioned. They, however, con
siderably resemble one another . The differential thermic analyses show, in principle, the 
.same as the X-ray analyses do. The stigmarian rocks differ from one another. However, 
series of underclays of equal or very similar character often appear in a succession oj 
superimposed cyclothems. On the other hand, the individual levels of one and the same 
underclay sometimes somewhat differ in character. 

The whole lower divisio.ns of cyclothems, including the underclays, must be subject 
to a further and complex investigation. First it is necessary to elucidate to what extent 
the regional and vertical differences in the character of sediments were caused by the 
mechanical differentiation of the material in the course of its deposition and to what degree . 
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Fig. 4. Differential thermic curves for claystones, 0- 11 cm. below the nameiess thin seam 
between seams Konrad and Lotar, mine Vaclav, 4th gallery, cross-cut to air-pit. Full 
line-curve for underclay. Dotted line- curve for argillaceous infilling of Stigmaria ficoides. 

Analysed by D. ZBORILOVA . 

the differences in the character were brought about by chemical processes and by the 
migrations due to the redeposition of the sedimentary material and to its' sudden depo
sition in a new environment with different physical and chemical properties. It is neces
.sary to take into account that the particle-by-particle sedimentation is usually so slow that 
the sediment has time enough to acquire chemical stability already at the time of its de
position. As soon as the material has been suddenly transplaced and deposited in deeper 
>.J.Jaters with specific chemical and physical properties, some of, its components may become 
labile in the new environment. The leaching, migrations, empoverishment or enrichment 
.of certain zones by certain elements and compounds, the formation of concretions, etc., 
may be brought about. 

The X-ray and thermic analyses have also contributed to the elucidation of the genesis . 
.of underclays. The X-ray analyses of the underclay of the nameless seam between seams 
Konrad and Lothar (mine Vaclav, 4th gallery, N.W. cross-cut) has proved the illitico
kaolinic character of this underclay. · The X-ray analysis of the infilling of a root from 
this underclay has shown the illitico-sideritie character of this infilling. The thermic curves 
for the underclay and for the infilling of the root also differ (fig. 4). The allochthoneity 
of the root is also proved by the difference in appearance, seen by the naked eye, between 
the infilling of the root and the underclay. 

One may conclude that both the deposition of roots and the analyses of underclays 
prove that the stigmarian rocks in the Ostrava part of the Upper-Silesian foredeep are not 
soils with autochthonous roots. The study of the subaerial-weathered and unweathered 
.Carboniferous rocks from the Ostrava-Karvina coal district has lead to the same conclusion 
(A. P fib y l-B. R u z i c k a-M. Vas ice k, 1956). 

The results of spectral analyses of underclays by M. B o u be r 1 e are worth mention
ing . Magnesium has been found in all the underclays. The history of the identification of 
the presence of this element in coal-bearing sedirnents is interesting. Some time ago, 
M. C. S top e s and D. M. S. W at s on (1908) pointed out that the source of the magne
sium in the so-called dolomitic concretions from coal seams could not be anything but 
sea water. Some students have recently tried to identify cyclothems with marine bands 
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by ascertaining magnesium in coal seams. Magnesium has been found in the coal seams 
underlying marine bands. It was inferred that marine influence (Marine Beeinflussung) 
may be proved by the find of magnesium in the seam without any search for a marine band 
in its roof. The joy at this discovery was very short-lived. H. We r ne r (1954) has proved 
in the Ruhr-district a high content of magnesium in all the seams even when they lie below 
the fresh-water fauna bands or in the beds without faunal bands. The investigation of the 
underclays in the Ostrava beds has proved the presence of magnesium also in these rocks . 

If magnesium in coa:l seams and underclays comes from the Carboniferous sea waters, 
its occurrence is not in harmony with the ideas of the paralic nature of the sedimentation 
spaces in which these sediments were deposited . 

SUBAERIAL SOILS 

If the seams of the Ostrava beds were autochthonous, underclays would more or., less 
often pass laterally into subaerial soils. 

The writer found, in the Ostrava beds, only a single trace of subaerial weathering in 
the basement of the Zame'k conglomerate in the hereditary gallery of mine P. Cingr II. 
Only the lowermost part of the soil profile is preserved. The Zamek conglomerate is under
lain by a seam of a greatly variable tliickness. According to 0. M a 1 an (personal com
munication), all the vegetal remains in this seam are strongly corroded. The seam is under
lain by a layer about 20 cm. thick of ochrous sandy loam without vegetal remains . This 
loam rests on a compact black-gray claystone. 

·The Jaklovec zone terminates in the afore-mentioned soil. A stratigraphical hiatus 
(floristic break) has been ascertained between this zone and the roof (the Poruba zone). 

Subaerial soils have not been found so far at any other level of the Ostrava beds. 
Later subaerial soils appear in the Karvina beds (the Saddle zone). They have been 

investigated (P fib y 1-R u z i c ka-Va sic e k, 1956). The results of this investigation 
have brought a series of facts elucidating the genesis of cyclothems of the Ostrava type. 

EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS ELUCIDATING THE ORIGIN OF CYCLOTHEMS 
OF THE OSTRA VA TYPE 

A more or less perfect or interrupted gradation of material and/or a progressive in
crease in lighter both inorganic and organic material up to the roof of the · seam may be 
observed in the simply and completey developed lower divisions of cyclothems of the 
Ostrava type. That suggests the question whether such a graded bedding may be produced 
by one and the same turbidity current. 

In order to elucidate this problem, the following experiment was made: Material con
sisting of coarse and fine sand, loam, algae and leaf fragments of water plants was stirred 
up in a large aquarium. The material always came to rest in the following succession: 
coarse sand at the base grading up into a finer and finer material to a clean-cut bedding 
plane which was overlain by a layer of algae. Then a new sharp bedding plane followed, 
on which clay suspended in the water and some heavier leaves very slowly came to rest. 
This succession of material corresponds to that in the lower divisions of simple (not inter
ferential) cyclothems. In the case of the two-phase development of cyclothems, the sedi
ments of evolutionary origin (sediments deposited particle-by-particle) may only be looked 
fqr as high up as above the clayey roof of the seam. . 

Attention has been paid to the regional sorting of material in further experiments. 
A series of variations are possible. The complete lower divisions of cyclothems may origin
ate only sometimes, in the places where the flow allows the deposition of all fractions. 
Every acceleration or slackening of the flow may in places bring about the absence or 
repetition of some material in the vertical profile across the lower division of a cyclothem. 

Lamination often occurs in the lower divisions of cyclothems. The lowermost por
tions of the well-developed lower divisions are usually textureless; the simple parallel 
lamination often follows sooner or later and the waved and current laminations (sometime 
even cross bedding) appear higher up. These sorts of lamination usually pass again, in the 
fine material of the upper portions of the lower divisions of cyclothems, into the parallel 
lamination, which is often indistinct. It is visible only after weathering, or determinable 
according to the mode of deposition of vegetal matter. 
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The described succession of sedimentary microtypes in the lower divisions of cyclo
thems corresponds with successions that frequently occur in the coarser-material inter
calations in Flysh sediments. A series of documents prove that these intercalations have 
been deposited from turbidity currents. 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to carry out in a laboratory such experiments as to 
elucidate the causes of the origin of waved and current laminations. It is probable that 
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Fig. 5. Scheme of the two possible modes , from many others, of distribution of individual 
kinds of material in cyclothems, showing incomplete development of cyclothems in some 

facies . 

.stricture phenomena (mosaic differentiation of the flow and current-and/or cross-bed
ding of the material deposited) also occur in the case of turbidity currents, most fr e
quently at later stages of their development after the reduction of their volume or when 
a certain ratio between their volume, velocity, and the amount and sort of their load was 
reached. 

Experiments and observations elucidating the origin of two-phase cyclothems must 
continue chiefly in order to elucidate and prove the causes and conditions of various modes 
of the deposition and concentration of root remnants and to elucidate the modes of the 
deposition of varied vegetal material (peat, wood, leaves, etc.) together with inorganic 
material. It was already Fay o 1 who proved that parts of roots usually have a greater 
specific gravity and so must come to rest earlier than many other vegetal remains. Roots 
are sometimes accumulated in the basal parts of coal seams of Tertiary age. In the Paleo~ 
zoic sediments root remnants are chiefly accumulated in underclays, while they are rare 
in the deeper portions of cyclothems and in the seam proper. That points to a greater 
specific gravity of stigmarias than that of the roots of the Tertiary (and also Recent) coal
producing plants. Because of this fact, laboratory experiments trying tcf- elucidate the 
origin of the Paleozoic cyclothems of the two-phase type will be difficult. 
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CONCLUSION 

Every complete cyclothem of the Ostrava type is formed 
of two divisions. In the lower division of a complete cyclo
them it is usually possible to obserm~ a sitnple or intricate 
gradation of inorganic and organic material from the base 
up to the roof of the seam. Sands containing stumps, trunks 
and roots filled up with sand and sometilnes also remnants 
of some tree barks are usually deposited at the base. These 
sands are followed upwards by fine sands and sandy 
claystones, in which plant remains of medium weight are 
1nost often deposited. These remains are . especially cala
mites, which presumably had, like the present Equisetum. 
a considerable specific gravity owing to silica in their 
cellular membranes. A great concentration of root remnants 
without sandy infillings, which are here and there accom
panied by another flora, first of all by calamites, appears 
in the relatively finest tops of these rocks. Then the seam 
follows. It is usually formed only of fragments of plant 
tissues. The seam in sometimes overlain by fine clay, which 
occasionally encloses well preserved light plant remnants, 
first of all leaves. This fine clay or . the seam terminates 
the lower division of the cyclothem. 

Regional extents of individual members of the lower 
division of a cyclothern are usually diverse. Some members 
may be missing in some places (:so e. g. sornetimes there 
is no accumulation of roots below the seam, or the under
clay is not overlain by a seam, at another place there is 
no coarse sandy 1naterial at the base of a cyclothem, etc.). 
On the other hand, it also happens that some members of · 
the lower division of a cyclothem perceptibly or imper
ceptibly recur. A perceptible recurrence is, e . g., some 
twin-seams, inversion of gradation, etc. A whole series of 
facts point to a sorting of material and to changes in 
distances ~n the course o.f deposition of the lower divisions 
of cyclothems, in which a certain kind of the sorted ma-

. terial could have settled. The lower division of every 
cyclothem is thus a unit that was built up of material 
sorted and deposited in accordance with the flow and its 
changes. For this reason, the lower divisions of cyclothems 
rnust be investigated as a whole because only so it is 

Fig. 6. A - cyclogram of. the upper part of. the Petfkovice zone (from 
cyclothem of the Poustevnfk seam up to wettstein), just as it is de
veloped in mine Frantisek. Cyclogram shows clearly positive gradation 
of the material of cyclothems. B- mode of the construction of a cyclo-

gram. 
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possible to forecast more reliably the development of cyclothems in the 
adjacent areas and render the identification more precise. 

The upper division of every complete cyclothem of the Ostrava type 
strikingly di'ffers fron~ the lower and obviously arose under quite different 
sedimentation conditions. This division does not possess gradation of ma
terial, apart from exceptions to follow below. The upper diviwion is formed 
of barren clays tones, bearing intercalations of. another material and/or 
smaller cyclothems. Only these intercalations sometimes show gradation 
or other phenomena reminiscent of a swift sedimentation. The modes of 
occurrence and preservation of the fauna also belong among these pheno
mena. The fauna appears in intercalations, which have very diverse faunal 
contents and regional extents. Almost all bivalve shells are complete; the 
infillings of cavities are of another matter than the rock in which they are 
deposited. As shown by experiments and observations, bivalve shells cannot 
in bulk be preserved complete and firmly closed in particle-by-particle 
sedimentation. All the less can the cavities of such shells be filled up with 
material that differs from the sediment in which the fossils are embedded. 
Modes of the occurrence of fossiliferous bands also correspond to the al~ 
lochthoneity of fossils, which is also proved by joint occurrence of diversely 
fossilized remains of organisms. Such bands appear in the upper divisions 
of cyclothems as intercalations in the barren pelites. The number and thick
ness of these intercalations often strongly vary regionally. Some of them 
have srnall local extents. Others extend over an extensive area. However, 
one may often ascertain that the extensive bands are formed of locally de
veloped layers (often with a different fauna) so that they rather indicate 
spaces of time that are favourable for the redeposition of sediments with 
organic remains into deeper waters with unfavourable life conditions than 
the spaces of time favourable for the growth of organisms in the areas 
where such bands are situated. In accord with these phenomena, exacting 
marine organisms suddenly appear, or disappear, at the bases or in the roofs 
of fossiliferous bands (layers). The same applies to the mixtures of marine 
and fresh-water fauna and flora. 

This information has elucidated the causes of the failure of earlier 
authors if}_ the correlation of profiles by faunal contents. The correlation 
of individual bands, and in some cases of groups of bands at least, is how
ever feasible. Of course, it is not possible to correlate by a mechanical 
comparison of species. As shown by experiences from other formations, 
pseudoassociations may vary from place to place. The lower boundaries of 
the occurrences of animal species r~main valuable. And also those pheno
mena are valuable that were brought about by fossilization after a definite 
deposition. Less important, nevertheless applicable criteria are the pseudo
associations with fossils bleached out through weathering that appear in 
abundance above and below stratigraphical hiatuses as well as above and 
below sequences of strata containing many fresh-~ater-fauna bands, that 
is at the levels accompanying greater changes in ·the topography of the 
basin. The case is better in the correlation with the help of flora, because 
fossil remains cannot well stand a transport and well preserved remains 
may be regarded to be practioally cont€mporaneous with the sediment in 
which they are embedded. 
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The present three years' work has afforded on the whole a true picture 
of possibilities and difficulties in the correlation by comparing the upper 
divisions of cyclothems, in which faunal and rarely also floristtc bands
their most valuable elements-appear as separate intercalations. There
fore, they may be correlated isolately, separately from the other sediments 
of the cyclothems. As before said, the case is different with the lower di
visions of cyclothems. Only experiences with the correlation of seams and 
their partings have been acquired there for the present. Though this cor
relation has afforded many good results, better and more reliable results 
may be expected if the seams are not separated from the lower divisions 
of cyclothems, which are natural units. Therefore, we may strongly re
commend that the petrological investigation of seams should be accQm
panied by the examination of the dependence of their · development on the 
other sediments of the lower divisions of cyclothems. 

In co-operation with A. P rib y 1 and B. R u z i c k a (1956) the bound
aries of some zones have been adjusted so as · to correspond to natural . 
boundaries. The upper boundary of the Jaklovec zone has been shifted as 
high up as the base of the Zamek conglomerates, where a smaller floristic 
break appears. In the basement of these 'conglomerates a layer of subaerial 
soil was found in the hereditary gallery in mine P. Cingr II. This soil proves 
the shifting to be correct . . Consequently, of course, the · Jaklovec zone ter
minates in "seamless" sediments, just as the Hrusov zone does. The upper 
boundary of the Poruba zone has been shifted as high up as the roof of 
seam Prokop, where the Prokop cyclothem terminates. 

Such more naturally delimited zones show numerou~ analogous evolu
tionary features, e. g. the location of bands containing strong.ly silicified 
and leached -out fossils into the middle beds of individual zones, the pre
sence of fossils attacked by weathering in the upper and lower beds of in
dividual zones, and the like. 

February 11th, 1957' Translated by Olga Vasickova 
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